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gress was transformed to an overSo
whelming democratic majority.
Infamous and arrogant had the republican party become that the house
ot representatives had ceased to be
TO
a deliberative, representative and legislative body.
"Under the leadership of our In
trepid leader. Champ CiarK, the tyran
nical rule so long holding sway in
this popular brancn or our government
MAN IN LATE
TEENS
DEMOCRATS OF THAT STATE SAY was overthrown and the house once MASKED
more has become the arum of the
O.
B.
AND
BOARDED
ROOSE-VELEXPRESS
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WOOL MARKET ACTIVE.
Boston, Feb. 20. The wool market

continued fairly active and strong.
Trading covers a wide range with the
heaviest transfers in medium and low
grade territory. There is considerable
contracting for the new clip and Utah
flockmasters are demanding 15 to 18
cents.
Old nearby wools
are becoming
scarce and 29 cents is demanded for
JUDSON
HARMON.
blood combings, while
ADDRESSING
RESOLUTION
OF
Montana sells at 23 cents, with fine
KENTUCKY LEGISLATURE,
ADCONCERNING
staple territory at 65 cents cleaned.
VISES SELL ANALYSIS
MEANT FIREBC
Liberal sales have been made rejLL- cently in pulled wool while the foris
eign
less
active.
product
ABUSES
CAUSED
REFORMS

THE CAUSE OF

Washington, Feb. 20. Senate: in
session at 2 p. m.
Idaho Mine Inspector Bell protested
against lead and lead ore tariff reduction at steel bill hearing.
Resolution adopted authorizing the
1M
agricultural department to participate
people.
in National Corn exposition at Colum1
HELD
UP
PASSENGERS
AND
EASIER.
1
"Every democrat 3 proud of the
bia, S. C.
work of the present democratic con
Senator Lodge gave notice he would
v WM
So far as time, an opposition
gress.
on arbitration treaties Febru
AND
speak
PRECISELY
WORKED QUIET
THEY YELL FOR CHAMP CLARK
senate and a republican president
ary 29.
would permit, it has redeemed every
OLD H08TELRY BURNED
Reports on Stephenson eiecelion
WHILE RELIEVING THE PEOPLE cases under
BE pledge made to the people.
CONVENTION'S
DELEGATTS
OHIOAN ASSERTS THAT INNOVA
8anta Fe, N. M., Feb. 20. Word PLACED NOISE
consideration.
'It is insisted that the house of rep
OF MONEY HE KEPT THEM
LIEVE HE IS MAN TO LEAD
House: Met at noon.
was received today from Ojo Calient
TIONS IN GOVERNMENT HAVE
sh
resentatives should abdicate its consti
THEIR CHAIRS rHt
Resumed consideration of chemical
COVERED WITH GUN
Hot Springs, Taos county, that the
PARTY TO VICTORY.
mmY
AMPLE
FOUNDATION
tutional ru.'o'ions and wait the will of
AND
CREAT
tariff bill.
hlstorio
hotel at the springs
the tariff commission. A commis
Hearing continued on resolution to
burned to the ground on Sunday
had
REPUBLICANS GIVEN GRILLING sion that after a year of labor has MADE THE FLAGMAN HELP HIM arbitrate Colombia't dispute in con- THE PEOPLE'S MONEY
WASTED and that several of the guests had M'MANIGAL WA
been able to recommend the reduction
nection with Panama's ceding canal
narrow escapes. The loss Is $20,000;
of but one of J2 of the most import
to United States.
zpne
the insurance $4,000.
THEIR TARIFF POLICY IS ASSERT. ant scheduled, that of wool. When it THE LUCKLESS TRAINMAN WAS
Florida Drainage Engineer Wright THAT 18 ONE OF THE REASON8
BEFORE THE
iB remembered that there are at least
ED TO BE ONE OF CONOBLIGED TO WAKE UP SLEEPtestified at everglades land hearing
POPULACE CALLS FOR RECALL
RED TO HE WAS
12
most
of
schedules
these
important
TINUAL DELAY.
ING TOURISTS
that he brought financial Irregularities
AND OTHER NOSTRUMS
PEACE CONFERENCE
and that at this rate of speed it would
ON MANY BIG
charges against agriculture oflicials as
a
matter
of
self
protection.
Joplin, Mo., Feb. 20. Missouri demWheeling, W. Va Feb. 20
Frankfort, Kentucky, Feb. 20. Gov
(Continued on Pafff Fouri
Search for missing documents in
ocrats in state convention nere today
TO BE CONDUCTED Indianapolis, Feb. 20
detectives and county authorities
ernor Judson Harmon of Ohio today
case
the
of
cheered wildly a statement by State
Major
.ay
caused
beers In the hall, not dj
post
the
are
country
scouring
ioday
of the war department ex- warned the Kentucky state legisla
Chairman Shannon thai "we can lick
steel "jobs"
tween Piedmont, W. Va., and Alta ponement
ture and all public office holders to
Koosevelt as easily as the Roosevelt SURGEON
penditures committee's Investigation.
to in a resolution s
;
OPERATES
mont, Maryland, in search of a young
REBELS
AND
FEDERALS
their
own
TO
HOPE
records and see
Rules committee agreed house analyze
Infc
party say we can lick Taft.''
of
the
convention
bandit who last night held up and
BE ABLE TO DECIDE THEIR
should take up for discussion Satur- how far they were responsible for the
Later when Speaker Clark was reelation of Bridge and
robbed the New York and St. Louis
TROUBLES IN MEXICO.
the Pujo money trust investiga- unrest which he said was making a
ferred to by Temporary Chairman
day
Workers at Rochest
Ohii
and
on
Bfl
the Baltimore
HIMSELF express
demand for innovations in governtion resolution.
Harber ae "our intrepid leader,'' the
1910, accord!:
tember,
is known as trie
on
El
what
railroad
20.
Feb.
ofPaso,
Texas,
Juarez
ment,
Governor
Harmon
generally.
affairs
in
of
an
was
apcommittee reported
convention
Foreign
uproar
ficials were advised today that lead- ment by Frank M. Ryi
Seventeen Mile grade between tiiese bill
extending Burton Niagara Falls spoke briefly in answer to a recent ers
plause that lasted several minutes
DR. points.
representing several bands of the association, today,
ise
act to May 1 to permit preparation o. invitation of the legislature. He said
When the first session adjourned the USING NEW ANAESTHESIA
the
masked and
Ryan had denied the
rebels would gather there
was
robber
The
.ot.
Vasquista
ALDEN
HIS
HELPS
REMOVE
in
part,
committee on resolutions still was at
legislation.
to discuss peace terms with a ot the resolution, the a :u;Mf ctl
only description the authorities have
DISEASED APPENDIX
"Whatever we may think of the today
Lewis Nixon opposed admitting
work preparing its
Declarations,
tnveSi
of the state government of which the federal offt
is
him
representative
of
his
appearance,
general
American owned foreign ships to Innovations in government we are
Enough of the resolutions are known,
con
at
the
Chihuahua,
tigating
dynamite
racy, a
San Francisco, Feb. 20. Dr. Ber- gleaned by frightened trainmen and American
however, to state that they would de
registry at hearing of Ruck-e- r hearing so much about, it behooves
recaUfed
sert
Two
but
have,
hundred
were
today
their
them
belts
they
robbed
he
of
cartridge
Clare emphatically for a delegation tram F. Alden, chief surgeon of the passengers as
bill before merchant marine com- every one who holds a public posi
he
measure
the
to
that
taken
pro.
this
said,
pollnft
for
man
boarded
the
The
valuables.
juarez
morning
French
young
to Baltimore instructed to support
hospital here, carried out in
lion to make dilgent selfsearch to use of
mittee,
the volunteers who are guard- that that no more bombs or
find whether any shortcoming on his
Clark for president as long as there part last Sunday his theory that self-- the tialn at Keyser or Piedmont and
The Mexico sives of any kind be exploded
ing the town at
remained any hope of his being" nom operations for appendicitis are not while the train was slowly climbing
BRYAN MI8Ses TRAJN.
part figures in the unrest the pro Northwestern is night.
the three this convention is in session," w
repairing
On diagnosing his symp- the grade, made his appearance in the
impossible.
inated.
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 20. W. J. posal of these changes signifies.
burned
the rail- troduced.
after
bridges
Sunday
With the band playing and the dele- toms, Dr. Alden called in his skeptic rear sleeper. Drawing a revolver he Bryan, en route from visiting his son While some doubtless advocate them
road had been rebuilt from previous
"It vaa Just
joke," said Ryan
the
al
Pullman
covered
the
as
conductor,
friends
at
Missouri's
witnesses.
Tucon and attending the inaugural for otherreasons, the greater num fires, and expects to start trains to- and came about because
professional
"Dawg Song,"
gates singing
P. J. Morlu
He
n
the operating: room he injected the! negro porter and the flagman.
of Arizona's first state governor ac ber would not lend an ear without morrow,
Chairman Shannon finally rapped the
bunches ot fire
operating between Juarez and of St. Louis had
which
left hla I compelled the flagman to walk in Phoenix, nilsaed train connections some real or supposed ground for the Vasquista infested country to the crack era under put
convention to order shortly after noon. J spinal anaesthesia
the Rhalra of th 1
bare today fid accordingly misses rawith vmblle untlM as souin. The reliels su the trains may
and Mi.
delegates
n" elections in Si. f.ofUs his arms
cing the guest of honor and"
He made the necessary rassfcnt,ti'.
are.
?
'tti&MferidfeMliiliril
run If they rto rrot
principal
plosions start leclt
speaker for the Albuquerque Demobrought a storm ot protest trom the abdominal cuts, but at Oils point the
Suspect is Arrested
"Direct legislation is aimed at the
"The resolution went to the reso
trom
was
A
this city and it
man cratic club tonight.
matter was deemed too serious for exBaltimore, Md., Feb- 20.
delegates
lavmakers as a body and the recall
Prisoners Escape.
lutions
Many
committee and never was rewfitn difficulty that order was re- periment, and two fellow surgeons giving his name as F. A. Becker, was
at the individual members as well as Mexico City, Feb. 20. Twenty-seveout. I suppose .lohn McNa-mar- a
ported
....
W.
SNEED
near
TRIAL DELAYED.
Va., today
Altamont,
at executive officers and judges. And prisoners and
completed the operation, removing the arrested
guards were
kept it We did not discuss it
Mr. Shannon appendix while Dr. Alden remained an in connection with the robbery of the
Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 20. Ad- it may fairly be said that the sup killed at Pueblaprison
Mr. Harber followed
in a fight which fol- because we knew nothing of the
dyna
of
the
the
J.
trial
of
journment
that
hurled
on
B.
and
the New
repub interested witness of their manipula Pullman car passengers
charges
Sneed, port i.nese devices receive varies lowed an attempt by the prisoners to
lican party was controlled by trusts. Hons- Pr. Alden is reported to be re York and St. Louis express of the accused of the murner or Captain A. with the real or supposed need of escape yesterday, according to a dis- miting plot."
The document came into the hands
He paid tribute to Champ ..'k as covering rapidly.
Baltimore and Ohio railroad last G. Boyce, until tomorrow was taken them, as well as with opinions about patch received from that city. Twenty of
the government with other recolita
today because of the death of a rela- the balance of
the man who had oone the greatest
night.
of the men succeeded in escaping. A
advantage in them
an
of
tive
a
ror
in
the
defense.
up
attorney
breaking
The man had $133.37 in money, four
good for the country
force of cavalry, hurriedly despatched ed In
Closing Governor Harmon said:
raids on its offices.
ALBERT HERTEL DEAD.
combination in the house that was so
watches said to correspond with
"I believe the reform most sorely- to the assistance of the guards, had
Twenty-fiv-e
20.
Feb.
overProfessor
Albeit
explosions destroyed or
Berlin,
to
despotic that it threatened
those taken from the passengers and
needed now is in administration, bet a severe fight, with the escaping pris
damaged property of employers of
throw the country. After the perfec- Hertel the noted painter of land- two revolvers. He was placed
oners.
ter results at less expense.
CLEOFES ROMERO
iron and steel workmen In
tion of temporary organization the scapes and still life, died here today
at Keyser, W. Va. The suspect
"It ought not to cost a billion dol
the year preceding the convention,
sixty-nintin
his
year.
convention adjourned unui 2 o'clock.
claimed that another man gave him
lars a year, or over $11 for each man
Complaint Against New Mexico.
and according to Ortie E. MoManigai,
Senator William 3. Stone spent the
Santa Fe, Feb. 20. The Mexican
the money and other valuables found
woman and child in the country to
the confessed dynamiter, he was kept
unsucIS
HOME
an
in
of
AGAIN
last
nigra
FREIGHT RATE REDUCED
greater part
on him.
maintain the federal government with government has complained to the de
cessful effort to induce David Ball of
A
20
Feb.
rate
Mexico
of
state that New
Washington,
of particularly busy just before the natreight
Its limited functions.
partment
According to information received
tional meeting because "it was de
Louisiana to withdraw from the race of 80 cents a hundred pounds on hard- at the executive offices of the Balti"True, these are times of private ficers have violated international law sired to make a
good effect on th
for governor. Mr. Ball reiterated to- wood lumber from Central Freight as- more and Ohio here the bandit se- COMPLETES
SUCCESSFUL
extravagance, but that is no excuse by crossing into Mexico to make ar convention."
OF STATE'8 BIG
day that he would not withdraw. sociation territory to Pacific coast cured $170 in cash and a check for
rests.
McDonald
Governor
through
for
public extravagance. Everybody
PENAL INSTITUTION.
Judge James Cowherd, state treasurer, . terminals was prescribed today by the $50, and five watches valued at
may
spend his own money as he the captain of the mounted poIice,i
candidacy-soonhis
announce
to
is expected
interstate commerce commission. The about $200.
but public
pleases
officials spend Fred Fornoff, made u wgia Investiga
Cleofes Romero after two years of
to the department of HOW
existing rate of S5 cents was attacked
other
people's money, much of it con- tion and reports
MUCH IS A
service as warden of the New Mexico
"Concerning national pontics, I wish by the manufacturers. The order is
the complaint Is unfounded
state
that
tributed
under
and
it
all
of
hardship
to say that this is our year, declared directed againtit all transcontinental
MEMORIAL OF WASHINGTON
has
turned over the for
penitentiary,
the
purposes which make it sacred and that the particular incident,
Alexandria, Va., Feb 20. All
Joseph B. Shannon, of Kansas City, lines.
keys of that institutibn to his suc- for
arrest of a man just nortn of the Mexevery
patriot.
the state chairman, in calling the demhave been completed fur cessor, J. B. McManus of Albuquerque,
"Federal expenses bear more heavi- ican boundary, which gave rise to
ocratic state delegate convention to
the second annual convention of the and has returned to his home in Las
on the people than state and local the complaint, occurred clearly within
order.
Mr. Romero received his ap- ly
Masonic
Vegas.
aeorge
National
Washington
EXCELLENT PROGRAM TO
because the latter are rais- the state boundaries.
"All one has to do to be convinced
MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
Memorial association, which will be pointment as warden in the spring of expenses,
TO
ed
taxes
on property only, while
by
of It," said Mr. Shannon, 'is to talk
DEMNIFY NATION FOR 300
held here tomorrow and will be at- 1910, shortly after the appointment
Towns
Federals
Take
the former are chiefly raised by the
to those who comprint either wing of PRECEDE BRYAN'S T1LK tended by the
KILLED DURING WAR.
20
After a
grand masters and oth- of William J. Mills as governor. His tariff on articles consumed.
Mexico, Mex. Feb.
the republican parly today. The
as
head of the institution has
er representatives of the grand lodg- record
all
forenoon
lasted
battle
which
yes"We need other reforms, too, but
Roosevelt people tell you that Taft
San Francisco, Feb. 20. The MjT
es throughout the United States. The been one of which he may well be this would
terday, Santa Maria, nine miles north can
and
bring
greater
can't be elected. In tact, we demo- NEBRASKAN WILL NOT ARRIVE
quicker,
In the two years during Mr.
proud.
government has agreed to pay an
build
to
is
the
association
of
object
more general relief than any others. of Cuernavaca, which has been the
crats in Missouri owe a great deal to
UNTIL 9:05 O'CLOCK, PEOPLE
a Masonic temple here in memory Romero's rule the penitentiary has And reduction of
of half a dozen recent encoun- indemnity of $3,100,000 to the Chinesai
scene
the tariff with care
TO BE ENTERTAINED.
the Roosevelt wing ot the republican
of Washington in which to keep the been well managed and now ranks as and
was taken by the federal troops. republic for the death of 300 ChinelB
economy in public expenditures, ters,
HI. 1U
HU L
one
PYICII rtllPltlf,
of
party in this state for they were the
the
best
in
institutions
penal
In
now
A
of Zapatistas had entrenched
force
which go hand in hand, are ready
While William Jennings Bryan will priceless Washington relics,
tion
west.
last
the
originators of the iaea oi adopting resJuly,
according to a
to await the attack by the federals,
of Alexandria-Washingtoolutions which say in substance that not arrive in Las Vegas' 'until 9:05 possession
From the start Mr,. Romero won the means to secure it."
received
gram
today
by the
a
of
which
who
was
in
two columns supadvanced
Washington
we hereby endorse the many and o'clock tomorrow evening the audi- lodge,
Kong Tong (The Chinese
respect of the prisoners, and was one
member.
sessions
be
will
Three
and
machine
mountain
by
guns
ported
ARMY RECORDS MISSING.
of the most popular men ever at the
splendid achievements oi tne adminis- ence which will gather in the Duncan
sons) from former President i
Washington, Feb. 20 Pending fur- artillery.
tration of William Howard Taft, how- opera house to hear him will not he held by the association tomorrow and head of the institution. Mr. Romero's
Sen of the Chinese repiibFi
The rebels held to their position
ever, we favor as our candidate for subjected to any tedious waits. An the convention will terminate Thurs- way of doing things brought results ther search for missing papers in conChinese were murdered by Mexic
the second term of that splendid ad- excellent program liu been arranged day with a, pilgrimage; to Mount Ver- and his is one of the most successful nection with charges against Major B. but finally were driven out The fed revolutionists.
and will fill in the mtennS between non, on which occasion President terms in the history of the prison. B. Ray, army paymaster at Chicago, eral commander reports that a cap
ministration, Theodore Roosevelt.
Negotiations for the payment of Un '
"We democratis should lose no sleep the opening of the opera house ana Taft has promised to be a guest.
Several reforms in prison methods, and certain details of the line of in- tain was killed and seven of his men indemnity were taken up by form
over whom our republican friends the appearance of the gifted Nebras-kan- .
were instituted at Mr. Romero's direc- quiry to be pursued, the house com- wounded. The rebel loss is not known. President Sun soon after he assumed
shall nominate, for I assure you we
The opera house will be thrown
tion and all have been tried with suc- mittee on expenditures in the war dethe presidency. Wong Chung soi
GIANTS IN TEXAS
can lick Roosevelt as tsily as the open at 8:15 o'clock. At
Sees Improvement
ir o'clock
One of Mr. Romero's latest re- partment held no meeting today.
cess.
Washington
minister
of foreign affairs, conduct
Marlin, Texas, Feb. 20. The adThe discovery that some important
Roosevelt people say we can lick Taft. the program will begin, it is as folWashington, Feb. 20. Both the the negotiations and arranged
forms was the honorary system in the
with
vance
of
York
New
Nationthe
guard
It is a mere ilip of a coin so far as we lows and is worthy of the attention of
convict road camps wnich has been communications were missing from state and war departments regard the President Madero for the payment
al
team
baseball
arrived
has
war
the
League
is
department files
are concerned, whether it shall be the music loving people of las Vegas;
regarded situation in Mexico as having im the money.
unusually successful. With the varRoosevelt or Taft,.''
Piano solo, selected, Miss Margue- here for preliminary spring training. ious changes in prison rule there has as of the utmost importance by the proved. Reports to the state depart
About 25 recruits were in the party.
E. M. Harbor of Trenton, Mo., tem- rite Cluxton.
been a decided increase m the effi- committee and for this reason its ment have been meager and the war
will
The
later.
arrive
been altered.
regulars
C.
of
R.
the convention
Rankin
Duet, selected, Mrs.
porary chairman
department has received nothing from
ciency of the different departments, plans have
BELL SELL OUT.
said in part:
and Mrs. H. M. Northrup.
the officers along the border line fof
and Mr. Romero's term of office will
St. Louis, Feb. 2$ The
America,,
unit"We enter upon this contest a
ROOSEVELT IN OHIO
a day or two.
FIGHT IN HAilTI.
Reading, selected, Miss May Ross.
go down on record as one of the most
Telephone and Telegraph comnanvT.
ed and, as I believ- -, an invincible
New
20.
ofFeb.
20.
Solo, selected, J. C. Baker.
An
in
Theodore
York,
At
successful
Feb.
the
ot
state.
Salinas Cruz, in Oaxaca, it is re sumed entire, control of
the
Cape Haitien, Haiti,
history
the Bell 'tZ
Duet, selected, Mrs. R. C. Rankin ficial report has been received of a While the number of prisoners in- Roosevelt will leave New York for ported that while some unrest is apparty. No one has done more to bring
phone company "'of Missouri
about this desired result the uniting and Mrs. H. M. Northrup.
severe fight between the revolutionary-force- creased there was no increase in ap- Columbus, Ohio, tonight over the parent, there have been no outbreaks nual election of directors at then,
today
of the democratic party and the rendWilliam G. Haydon will make a
and the government troops near propriations, but Mr. oniero, by care- Pennsylvania railroad. Only his sec- of a serious nature. Quiet prevails at five
"insurgent"
Louis dir..,!!
gt
of
the
in
the
arrival
of
asunder
before
short
address
finWedwill
ful management, made the prison
the San Domingan frontier last
ing
republican party
retary
accompany him. Colonel Ensenada. Americans who arrived at woo am not.
e meeting, We
factional differences ana contentions Mr. Bryan. There is every indication nesday.
The result is not recorded ancially $elf supporting, as nearly as Roosevelt plans to go direct to the Nogales on Sunday said their train ousted. Pre
m wieea of
than has Champ Claric.
that a large crowa will be presenr. beyond the, fact that the government that goal could be reachea. He will Ohio constitutional convention where was delayed 29 hours because of a Bel voted the
entir. stock Of a,
V
"It was through his splendid leader, The lecture is for the benefit of the troops suffered a loss ot 4.. killed and spend much of his nne on his ranch he will deliver an address and start burned
bridge below Guaymas, Son- - parent company fc
- Las
conH.1
a
that
in
Cuervo.
at
on the return trip in the afternoon.
ship
republican majority
Vegas hospital.
many wounded.
ora.
chosen.
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E- - Huthsteiaer.
El Paso, 10 shares.
The TeJon Oil and Development
company of 519 West Central street,
Albuquerque, have filed papers of In
corporation with the state corporation
commission. The company will do a
general oil and mining business with
general offices in El Paso. The capital stock is given as $200,000 divided
Into 2.000 shares woth at part $100
each. The company will begin business on a capital of $99,000.
The
names of the incorporators, their
addresses and the amount of
stock held by each are as follows: Ed
El Paso. 152 shares;
A.
Moye,
Schwartz, El Paso, 152 shares; August
Q. Andreas, El Paso, 152 shares; S.
Aronstein, El Paso, 152 shares; J. J.
Longwell, El Paso, 152 shares; Sam
Kranzthor, El Paso, 76 shares; M. L.
Shutte, Albuquerque, 1 share; T. M.
Wingo, El Paso, 1 share; Hugo Elch
warld, El Paso, 152 shares.

Alvan N. White, superin- -

Doblic
m

instruction, as

COnillinfnroi; ,t,...

v

io

.

lee
.Va".
lon Milne,

vicooui

,

coun-

-

u- -

if! -

Crucec;

Superintend- Albuquerque; Super- .aent N. A. Poore, Carlsbad;
J. B. Tavlor
nmlne:
Sofejwor J. Howard
Wagner. Las
'icn. The certificates issued are

tf'ptable

in any
county in the state.
Toe Pecos
Valley Teachers associa- fo Will
meet pBhniarv H.A Amnnir

Wmilnent

educators of the state
,n att(n(lance are: l)r'
(L Light, Silver City; State Stiper-i'SMJenit.
Alvan N. White, Santa Fe;
n Prank H.
H. Roberts, Tjis Vegas:
S"!rtendent J. H. Taylor, Deming.
"he teachers of Colfax
county will
m at
Iriday and Saturday preceding
Ear. State Superintendent Alvan
( White has accepted an invitation
address them.
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GOLF AT PALM BEACH.

Palm Reach, Fla., Feb. 20 The annual golf tournament for tne women's
championship of Florida opened auspiciously on the Palm Beach links this
afternoon and will continue until the
end of the week. The winner of the
tournament will have her name inscribed on the Palm Beach Challenge
cup for women, which was won last
year by Miss Lillian B. Hyde of Brook
lyn, N. Y. The trophy must be won
twice, not necessarily hi succession, to
be held permanently.

1JI

!

Incorporations
nnmrarxr rf
Deming, Luna county, has riled
of Incorporation with the state
wrporation
commission. A general
rlc power business will be con-lc- t
new company.
The
y
ls
8tork
$75,000 divided into
eapitaT
valued at $10 a share.
f,500
TJie company will begin bueiness on
sum of $2,000. The
4 Bobse-ribed
najlbes of the incorporators, their post- off Bee addresses and the amount of
s?c"f held by each are as follows:
John C. Watson. Deming, 160 shares;
J. M. Williams, Deming, 30 shares;
Thfi

WOMEN'S

PlVlHTIfvra'

AD MEN MEET AT LEAVENWORTH
Leavenworth, Kan., Feb. 20. The
annual convention of the Southwest-

ern division of the Associated Adver
tising Clubs of America began in this
city today with a large attendance of
and agents
prominent advertisers
from Missouri, Oklahoma.
Kansas.
Texas, Arkansas and several other
states.

Unmmp

pa-fcr-

te

firs

THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
,
Children, a Certain relief for
Headache, Bad Stomach,
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and Destroy Worms.
They break up colds in 24 hours.
They are so pleasant to the taste
Children like them. Over 10,000 testimonials. Used by Mothers for 22
years. They never fall. Sold by all
Druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FREE.
Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,
Fever-ishness-

N. Y.
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20,

1912.

appointing the new members and will GO.THAM'8 ANNUAL DOG SHOW.
New York, Feb. 20. An entry list
also give the new board ample time in
which to prepare for the next school of 3,300 was practically tilled when
term. The most important matter to the doors of the New Grand Central
be considered by the new board is Palace were opened this morning for
annual exntbition of
that of appointing a successor to Pres- the thirty-sixtWestminster
E.
the
Kei,..el club, it is
whose
ident
resigMcQueen
Gray,
Her
Describes
Goodwater
Lady in
nation has already been accepted. A the most representative entry list in
Distressing Experience and
number of applications for the presi- the history of the organization.
states and the Dominion
Tells How She Was
dency have been made but none has Twenty-on- e
are
ot
the
Canada
in
been
acted
upon
by
any
way
represented. New York,
Finally Relieved.
New Jersey, Massachusetts and Pennpresent board.
sylvania have the largest showing, but
Ooodwater, Mo. ''Ever since I was
Kentucky, Missouri, Texas, Califor1 little girl," says Mrs. Riley Laramore,
and Washington and other distant
nia
"I was a great sufferer from dyspepsia.
BACK
MONEY
YOUR
GET
I suffered misery after eating, and had If
'the Cana
This Medicine Does not Satisfac- states are represented,
dians
made
terrible heartburn.
have
a
strong
particularly
torily Benefit You
I thought I had to suffer this way as
as 15 exhibitors in Ontario.
showing,
a
spePracticing physicians making
long as I lived, but when I began to take cialty of stomach troubles are really Quebec and Alamtoba have sent their
in small
Thedford's
canines over the border
responsible for the formula from
to compete with the American entries.
doses, every night, the heartburn was all which Rexall
are
Tablets
Dyspepsia
As usual with the bench shows held
gone in a few days, and 1 could eat made.
We have simply profited by
without distress.
here in recent years, the collies led
the
of
experts.
experience
I took two small packages in all, and
the list of entries, although there was
Our experience with Rexall Dyspepalthough that was some time ago, the
a
large array of French bulldogs and
sia Tablets leads us to believe them
dyspepsia has not returned.
The St. Bernard,
Boston terriers.
I speak a good word for Thedford's to be an excellent remedy for the
Great Dane and Russian wolfhound
whenever I have the op- relief of acute indigestion and chronic classes were
heavily filled, while the
are
Their ingredients
dyspepsia.
portunity."
small varieties, such as Griffons, JapaIf eating causes distress, we urge you soothing and healing to the inflamnese spaniels, English toy spaniels,
ht
It ed membranes of the stomach. They
to try Thedford's
Maltese terriers and toy black and
cleanses the system, helps the stomach to are rich in pepsin, one of the greatest tanV, included
many of the best dogs
to medicine. of
digest its food, regulates the bowels, and digestive aids known
kind in the country. The
their
stimulates the liver.
The relief they afford is almost imjudging of exhibits began soon after
It acts gently and is without bad aftermediate. Their use with persisten- the
opening this morning and will be
Price
25c.
it.
effects. Try
cy and regularity for a short time continued until the close of the show
helps to bring about a cessation of Friday night. Prizes worth $8,000 will
the pains caused by stomach disor- be distributed among the winners.
UNVEILING POSTPONED
ders.
Lake City, Fla., Feb. 20. Forty- PASTIME A. C. GAMES.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets aid to In
elghL years ago today occurred the sure
New
York, Feb. 20. Many pf the
aid
healthy
digestion,
appetite,
battle of Olustee, in which General
and promote nutrition. As evidence foremost amateurs in the metropolitan
Seymour's defeat by the confederates of our sincere faith in Rexall Dyspep- district are entered in the thirty-sixtput an end to the federal expedition sia Tablets, we ask you to
try them annual indoor games of the Pastime
into Florida. A handsome monument
at our risk. If they do not give you Athletic club, which are to be pulled
to commemorate the victory of the
entire satisfaction, we will return you off tomorrow night in the Twenty-se- c
confederates has been completed or
the money you paid us for them, with- ond regiment armory. The list of
the battlefield, a short distance east out
and
They events making up the program
question or
formality.
of this city. It was planned to unveil
of
anu
class
number
ntgh
the
large
come in three sizes, prices 25 cents,
the memorial today, on the anniver
to give assurance
combine
entries
the
50 cents, and $1.00.
Remember, you
sary of the battle, but for various rea- can obtain
them only at our store. of one of the best indoor meets of the
sons it has been decided to postpone
present season.
The Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey.
the ceremony until the state reunion
of the United Confederate Veterans
to be held here next fall.
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
IN HOSPITAL 31 YEARS.
Is sweeping over the town.
Old and
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 20. A pa00381
Une8
tne
Pe
VARSITY REGENTS TO RESIGN.
tiernt
ln
S.anta
strain is particularly hard on little
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 20. The children and on elderly people. Foley's pital in Albuquerque ever since that
board of regents of the University
Honey and Tar Compound ls a quick institution was built, or exactly 31
New Mexico will meet in special ses- safe and reliable cure for all coughs years ' John pelehanty, Known to hun- O.
and colds. Contains no
sion at 10 o'clock Saturday morning G. Schaefer and Red Crossopiates.Co.
JredB of rallroad men and Albua-uer- Drug
for the purpose of resigning. The re
queans as "Uncle Johnnie," is dead.
MASQUES, MA8QUE8, MASQUES
The end came peacefully and was dua
gents will consider such routine busicosA full line of
ness as may properly come before
masquerade
primarily to old age. Delehanty was
them, and will then draft a general tumes, wigs and everything needed for about 86.
letter of resignation to Governor Me a masque ball may be obtained at During the 31 years that he was a
Donald. The reslmiation of t.h hoard the millinery store of Mrs. A. Stand- - patient at the hospital, Delehanty's
(will give the governor a free hand in lsh, the Ennporium, &24 Sixth street every want was provided for by the

MRS.

LARAMORE

Our Annual

TELLS TROUBLES

h

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

ht,

blue-bloode-

FEBRUARY

SHOZ SALE

Closes February 24
About 250 pairs of Womens high Shoes, consisting of broken lines and odds and ends from
the Winter Season, including Black Velvets, Patent Leather with Velvet Tops, Patent Turns,
Vici Kid and Tans, in lace or button,

Worth $3.50 to $5.00 a Pair
SPECIAL FOR OUR FEBRUARY SHOE SALE

ht

Black-Draug-

$2.25

A PAIR

NEW GOODS
Are arriving daily in every department. We'll be
glad to show you the new merchandise at any
time, whether you wish to buy er not.

h

l

lRMwwald'0
ESTABLISHED

Santa Fe. It was while working for
this railroad company in 1881, as a
section foreman, when the line wa3
being put through to the Pacific coast
that he suffered tne loss ot his eyesight in an explosion. The Santa Fe
company sent him to its hospital and
he remained there until his dying day.
So far as known the deceased had
no near relatives surviving. He often
spoke of a brother, but for years had
heard nothing of him.
IN NEW YORK CITY

Too will find Hotel Cumberland, ai
street
Hroadway and Fifty-fourt-

1662

near Central Park, an Ideal location,
in the retail shopping and theater
district, with the subway, elevated
and surface cars at hand. A handsome, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the best restaurants in the city, hut moderate la
prices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 per
day up. Send for booklet Harry P.
Stlmson, manager.
TO CURE

A

COLD IN ONE DAY

Take JAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
It fails to care. E. W. GROVE'S signature is on eacu box. 25c.

f

BIGGER

BE TTER

I

THAN ANY YET
Midwinter Masked Carnival Ball

House
Duncan
22,
Opera
ebruary
Continuous Music By a Pull Orchestra

f

Fun and Frolic for Everybody ACA Something Doing Every Minute.
We Watched For You For 30 Years And Want You all With is at Our

BENEFIT DANCE

E

Romero Hose and Fire Co

f
-- A8

VECA

P"--

Y
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cited by Mr. Melcher was the subWE WANT YOUR TRADE
ToOef
s' ut ion of steel cars lor those of
Why?
Because we maintain the
...
mnar plnt on.f
1.
wood and the smallest was the one
j uU oouiuu T conditions.
lor signal apparatus to insure safety ItS BeneflCial
Meal
El WCftC
Sanitary Dairy Is equipped
and to expedite the handling of traf '
with tne most modern appliances for
tic.
The result of compulsion in In-milk. It leads in the dairy
Genuine handling
business of Las Vegas. The milk is
dians in the adoption of block signals Always Buy
was related in the first issue of a
handled by experts and is kept free
from contamination. If you wish pure
magazine "Public Service Reguia- - j
milk telephone Main 312. T. A. Akers.
Hon" published by the National Association cf Hallway
manager.
commissioners.
FEDEAMERICAN RECLAMATION
Captain Azel Ames, signal expert for
DELICIOUS STEAKS
the Interstate commerce commission
RATION WILL DISCUSS PROBThe Lai Vegas Mercantile company
"Gentle-first It quoted as saying:
LEM AT COMING MEETING
makes a specialtly o alfalfa-fe- d
na
men, I believe today that signaling
tive and Kansas City beef. Conte
has ceased to be a mechanical or
Chicago, Feb. 20. How conserva- electrical or engineering problem and
quently the best steaks to be purchas
tion and develoianent of natural re- has become an economic and soclolo-- !
ed in thJs city come off the blocks Id
sources shall be accomplished by unit-feits meat department.
You are not
gical and human one, and the quicker
action along detinlte lines, this is we realize it the better." Indiana's ex- '.tettlng the best for your money unto bo planned at a conference to be
less you are buying meat a he Las
perienoe is reported as follows: "The
held at Chicago March 18 and 19, compulsory law ig pronounced
Vegas Mercantile company's
nre.
sue- called by the American Reclamation cessful. Not
block sig
has
the
only
federation. Invitations have been ex- nal
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
mileage increased, hut the systended to the National Irrigation tems now in
Sold
of Julius Graaf, Deceased,
all
In
by
state
the
leading
operation
of New Mexico,
congress, the National Drainage
are. In the opinion of the commission,
conthe
County of San Miguel.
more efflcent than they formerly One
Only, 504 a Bottle
Deep
Office of the Probate Clerk, County,
gress, the
were, and during the next two years
National
or San Miguel, N. M.
Waterway association, the
the commission expects to accomplish
To All Whom It May Concern, GreetConservation congress, the National a
great deal in the direction of effl- and
the
Dry Farming congress, the National
ing:
asserts,
sanitary"
authority
ient block signaling."
You are hereby notified that Satur"than the sweet buns, the pickles and
Rivers and Harbors congress, the
National Good Roads asociatlon, and Armour's Hand In Fishing Industry lies children buy at the school stores day the 30th day of March, A. D. 1912,
ether associations Interested in simArmour's hand In the fishing Indus-- ; for 10 cents or mora Wherever the has been fixed by the Honorable Probilar work. The purpose of the con- try. by control of the Booth Fisheries culinary departments of such places ate Court, in and for the county and
ference is to agree upon a policy and company, a Chicago corporation, and are managed by intelligent and pro-it- s state aforesaid, as the day to prove
decide upon a national canipalrn for
subsidiary holding and dlstribut- - errssivo people thero is almost sure the last will and testament of said
In
the
call,
out
this
policy.
carrying
ing corporations, promises to add fish to be tireless cookers in daily use. Julius Graaf, deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereissued by Edmund T. Perkins, presi- and seafoods
For one
to other offenders Why is it so conomical'?
unto
set my hand and affixed the seal
vice
presiIsham
and
because
a
reason,
of
or
Randolph,
a
rice
dent,
cup
against the housewife's jweketbook.
dent, of the American Reclamation When meat goes up in the retail mar- cup of Indian meal comes out of the of the Probate Court this 27th day
federation! it Is stated that "for a kets fish will not be so apt as here- - cooker as five cups If cooked in water of January, A. D. 1912.
LORENZO DELGADO.
number of years these various con- tofore to compete. Just how great and six if it Is cooked in milk. Not (Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court.
gresses have met In different sec
hold the new Rooth concern has up only it Its bulk increased five times,
tions of the country, passed resolu- - on the supplies of fresh water fish but if properlv timed it comes out
A GOOD CHANCE
tlons indorsing their particular part ,n tne middle weftt upon the
mon about that much more delicious and
To
buy
something nice at remarkand
have
wholesome
ithe
than
when
cooked In orof
general propaganda,
tch ln tne northw,;gt
and nabut
ably reasonable prices is afforded by
then adjourned. It is believed that an(j upon (ne Rrea(
water fish dinary ways."
Miss M. M. Thompson, who has deUl Wiue IS now Uriui LUMP ivi
traile of Gloucester and Boston the
f
cided to sell ladies handbags at
. .
.
,, ,
A
associations to decide upon a general
SUPPLIES
NEED
HOME
Th Armo...
leathis
She
also
price.
adselling
to
Our
famous brand of Sherwood Rye
policy and by united efforts
control is through an attorney who
er goods at reduced prices. Everyvance this policy. The particular rea-so- is now
helping defend the Armour whiskey, properly aged and carefully thing in this sale is of the best qualfills the exact demaml of the one
for the calling of a conference men in the
government's criminal kept,
at this time is that the National case under the Sherman law. The who wishes a supply in the family ity and the handbags are especially
Miss Thompson, Sixth street.
Drainage congress meets in New Or- executive head of the company is a sideboard. Your telephone order will stylish.
be
filled
desired
and it is
promptly and satisfaction
leans, Ap.ril
young lawyer from the office of the
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
A full line of finest Calithat a general policy should be adopt- Armour
Is not for those suffering from kidAt the an- guaranteed.
representative.
fornia
are
wines
also
to
directed
your ney ailments and irregularities. The
ed before that meeting, that we may, nual
meeting recently the increase of attention. The
Opera sar, Charles T. prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
so far as possible, direct the work of
was
to
be
caiptal
generally reported
backache and rheumatism, heal
the National Drainage congress along for the purpose of capturing the "T Farley, proprietor. Telephone Main dispel
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
no.
Reaccepted lines." The American
wharf" fish business of Boston but
kidneys, restore normal action, and
clamation federaition was organized no public reference was made to the
with it health and strength. Mrs. M.
A WARNING AGAINST WET FEET. F.
Spalsbury, Overling, 111., says: "I
to facilitate such conferences and to matter in the annual
Wet and chilled feet usually affect suffered great pain in my back and
report and no
va
concerted
the
actions
promote
by
statement has been made confirming the mucous membrane of the nose, kidneys, could not sleep at night, and
rious conservation organizations.
or denying the reports.
Fish
has throat and lungs, and la grippe, bron- could not raise my hands over my
chitis or pneumonia may result head. But two botties of Foley Kid
food
Cost of Safety Appliances
been the poor man's reliance for
Watch carefully, particularly
the ney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
The cost of safety on American In days of high prices for meat and children, and for tha
coughs give Foley's Honev and
steam railroads, irrespective of the still is sold proportionately cheaper bom
l ar compound. ii Boomes me 1D- maata
hows this:
saving if 'the wreck waste was cut that,
flamed membranes,
and heals the
We offer One Hundred Dollars Rei
n
nv
can
compete with
cough quickly. Take no substitute ward for any case of Catarrh that
down, was put at 11,361,000,000 by t. fisherman
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug'
of the opoly. if one should ip created r
O Afolnher. vice Dresident
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Our. .. ...
Kock IsMiid linen. In a. uniimry ha I main to be en
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
A New Era in Mexico
prepared shortly before he and J. T.
LENGTHEN
YOUR LIFE
We, the undersigned, have known
riarahan were killed in a wreck on
By sending your washing to the Las F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
A new era in Mexico of more intothe Illinois Central He gave the
believe him perfectly honorable ln all
ternal development, and less alien ex- Vegas Steam Laundry. We have one business
transactions, and financially
tals of expenditures needed as
of
the
best
establishments
in
the
ploitation, has begun n the opinion southwest.
able to carry out obligations made by
Our
is
new.
machinery
his firm.
of Bishop E. R. Hendrix. head of the
Our plant is modern and sanitary. NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
of steel
Substitution
Federated Council of the Churches of
Toledo, O
equipment for wood..$ 630,000,000 'Christ expressed in com municait ions Our service is careful and prompt and
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken In
our
oldest
customers
our
are
444,000,000
most
clearances..
Tq enlarge
to Secretary Charles E. Bacon of the
acting directly upon the
location on Doug- terqally,
loyal ones.
To equip with block
blood and mucous surfaces of the syscouncil in Chicago. The council has las avenue. Handy
The wagon will call.
287,000,000
tem: Testimonials sent free. Price
signals
shown keen interest in Mexico be75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drugcause religious liberty In that coungists.
DO
YOU
KNOW
'.
WHY
$1,361,000,000
Total
Take Hall's Family Pills tor constl
try was obtained so recently. The The Lobby Is such a popular meetHe added: "If the government is to council
patlon.
represents churches having
require the railways to make such 17,000,000 communicants. Bishop Hen- ing place for men? The answer is
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
expenditures in the interests o safe- drix, who is now in Mexico City, easy. It handles the best wines and
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys
for sale in Las Vegas and is
liquors
ty, the authority which regulates the
are sensitive. Cold congests the kidpointed out the need thait the new
rateB and earnings of the railways administration would have ideals and in a convenient location, on the corner neys, throws too much much work
opposite the Santa Fe station. A big
must take t ait. fact into considerathem, and weakens their action
strength to put them into practical line of the best cigars in always in upon
Serious kidney trouble and even
tion. Now, with a tendency toward applicationan
aroused stock. Lauhaeh &
"There is
Bright'a disease may result. StrengthBenjamin,
reduction of earnings and its undoubt-- sense in Mexico of the
en your kidneys, get rid of the pain
responsibility
effect on the ability of the rail- of
and soreness, build them up by the
Bald
exploiting home products,"
timely use of Foley's Kidney Pills.
understand
ways to borrow money,
Bishop Hendrix. "Heretofore foreign-- ,
IN JEWELRY
EVERYTHING
Tonic in action, quick in results. 0.
1he situation in which ithe railways ers have
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
exploited' most of the Incut
Silverware
and
The
best
glass.
rind themselves.
It is the duty of dustries in this
for $1.
republic but the peo- and most complete line in the city at 85 cents or two and one-hathe railways to assist in a candid dismore
hold
are
to
of
take
of
going
ple
are right. All the standATTENTION
ELKS
cussion of what these expedltures the work themselves. Since I was prices that
ard makes of watcnes. An optical deThe
mean."
Have you had your photograph
biggest item !here 19 years ago there have been
actually
partment in charge of an expert. Re- made for the new lodge rom? Water
many changes for then the govern- member the name and fame of Sabino
man is making sittings and the picment was so much a one man govern- Lujan, on Bridge street.
are proving as good or a little
tures
ment that the people felt little responthan the quality usually turned
better
ENTIRE NEW STOCK
sibility but now they have awakenthat high class photographer.
oult
by
An entire new stock of rubber good3
ed. It is the same in China, Turkey,
for a sitting today
Better
arrange
O.
G.
has
been
received by
Schaefer's
Russia and Japan. I account for it
Plaza.
the
Waterman,
by the entrance of the spirit, which pharmacy and those who need that
Every woman's heart responds to plways makes a person want to be class of goods can matte purchases
IT IS NOT STRANGE
the charm and sweetness of a baby's more and want to do more. Presi- there with the assurance that the arIt Is not strange that bo many peo
voice, because nature intended her for dent Madero is an idealist and he ticles are the beat obtainable. The
eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
But even the loving
motherhood.
stock includes hot water bottles, foun- pie
He
credit
deserves
for
his
visions.
on Center street The bill
restaurant
from
the
shrinks
nature of a mother
tain syringes, etc.
of fare Is generous and the price is
ordeal because such a time is usually has high ideals and hopes for his
a period of suffering and danger. people, and he is fortunate Jn having
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals
NOTICE
Women who use Mother's Friend are in his cabinet men who can do
Many people wonder how It is posI have turned my business over to
saved much discomfort and suffering, things, men of ability. Madero is
sible to serve such e cellent meals so
and their systems, being thoroughly anxious to foster education and the my son, Harry O. Potter and wife, cheaply.
prepared by this great remedy, are srts and doufotless will accomplish who will conduct it in the future un-lin a healthy condition to meet the much in these lines."
the name of the Potter Candy Co.
A MONTH HAS PA88ED
Bishop Hentime with the least possible suffering
will pay all accounts and collect
lliey
A
month of the new year hat
whole
drix
his
in
for
work
council
has
the
Mother's Friend is
and danger.
all bills due.
passed. Have you started that account
recommended only for the relief and visited almost every country on the
F. B. POTTER.
for yourself or your little son c
comfort of expectant mothers ; it is in globe. He has acquired a vast
no sense a remedy for various ills, amount of information from personal
daughter? If not, you have still 11
HARDWARE SHOW OPENS.
months In which to save. The Firs'
but its many years of success, and contact, not only with rulers of large
Boston, Mass., Feb. 20. 'More than National Bank offers an admirable op
the thousands of endorsements re- business affairs but with rulers, minone hundred exhibitors representing portunlty for accumulating savingp
ceived from women who have used it isters of state
and men of letters.
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
about 40 diversified manufacturing Your account solicited.
This remedy
derived from its use.
Culinary Economies
lines have displays at the annual exdoes not accomplish wonders but simCulinary economies by means of hibition of the New England HardSHOE REPAIRING
ply assists nature to perfect its work. flreless cookers have produced in one ware Dealers' association which
Is Important
and
Shoe
repairing
preFriend
nausea,
Mother's
allays
"a splendid 5 cent opened here today at Mechanics' Hall, should he done right particularly
high school
vents caking of aaa
a Chicago authority on house- in connection with the annual conven- welt soled shoes which when
the breasts, and
repaired
l&f lunch"
hold arts declares, these lunches con- tion of the association which, together should be sewed. Our eelctric driven
In
every way
to
contributes
sisting of two hot courses, a hash, with the exhibition will continue un- Fleming stitcher and Champion finishor spaghetti til Thursday evening. The gather- er equals hand work, leaving the shoe
motherhood. Mother's Friend is sold or. "0f"Jts witt sauce,
at drug stores. write for our free with (tomato sauce, and some cereal ing will wind up with the annual ball flexible and retaining the shape as
or dried fruit sauce for dessert. "This on the evening of Washington's
book for expectant mothers.
when new, costs less and wears just
Is food infinitely more wholesome
BKADFULD REGULATOR CO., AtUata, G.
as long. Hedgcock's.
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During Change of Life How
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Made
Her a Weil Woman.

FOUL

MURDER

IS COMMITTED

NEAR

BELEN; VICTIM NOT
IDENTIFIED BY OFFICETS.

Nstick, Mass.
"I cannot express
what 1 went through during the change
Belen, N. M., Feb. 20. Sunday mornof life before I tried ing,
shortly after daylight, the body
Lydia E. Pinkham's of an
unknown Old Mexico Mexican
ComVegetable
was found In the outskirts of Belen,
pound. I was in such
a nervous condition The man had been dead for some
I could not keep still. hours and the body was almost cut to
My limbs were cold, ribbons, there being 18 knife wounds
I had creepy sensa- - ill the hack hrenat nnH lara The
tions,and Icouldnot sround jn the vacant
wnere
.
.
sleep nights. I was pnrna
,"
finally told by two
terrible struggle, the body was prone
physicians that I also
had a tumor. I read on its back, with fists doubled up,
one day of the wor lerlul cure- - made by while upon the facer was an expresLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comsion of determination and defiance.
pound and decided to try it, and it has It is the theory of the authorities that
made me a well woman. My neighbors
the unfortunate man was attacked by
and friends declare it has worked a mirtwo assailants, one from in front and
acle for me. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is worth its weight in one from behind, and that he made a
gold for women during this perod of life. brave defense of his life.
If it will help others you may publish my
There was nothing on the body by
letter. "Mrs. Marion Sweet Grea-towhich
it could be Identified, and no
No. 1 JefTcraon St., Natick, Mass.
one, save Deputy Shertff F. A. Becker,
Change of Life is one of the most is able to remember ever
having seen
critical per: 's of a woman's existence.
alive.
Deputy Becker,
Women cvrywhere should remember the man
that th re is no other remedy known to though he is not absolutely certain, is
so sue afully carry women through of the opinion that he saw the man
this try. ng period as LydiaE. Pinkham's in a saloon In Belen on Saturday afternoon.
Vegetable Compound.
It is believed that the victim was
If you want special advice write to
Lydia . Pinkbam Medicine Co. (confi- an employe of one of the Santa Fe
dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will extra gangs who had received his
be opened, read and answered by a month's wages on Thursday and that
woman and held in strict confidence.
the object of the crime was to relieve
him of his earnings.
Justice of the Peace Vencesalao
CHECKER TOURNAMENT.
Baca summoned a jury and an inNew York, Feb. 20. The annual in- quest was held on the spot where the
ternational
checker
tournament body was found. The jury found that
opened here today at Lyric Hall in the man came to his death as the rethe presence of a large gallery of sult of stab wounds inflicted by a
spectators. The games were not, as party, or parties, to the jury unknown.
Dr. W. H. Dempsey reports being
formerly, played on the regulation
boards, but upon a giant checkerboard, called up at his home about 3 o'clock
24 feet square, laid out on the floor of Sunday morning by an Old Mexico
the hall and clearly visible to the Mexican suffering from a severe
spectators In every part of the hall. scalp wound. The man was unable
or unwilling to tell how he sustained
The checkers were of paper-machweighed one pound each and were the injury. Dr. Dempsey uressed the
moved by the players by means of wound and fife man left, it Is thought
possible that the wounded man was
long poles.
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j

n,

I
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one of those involved In the
ath of the
which resulted In the
man found Sunday morning.
FARMER8' INSTITUTE.
o. Seven
Centralis, in., feo.
hundred farmers representing variq
sections of this state are in att
ance at the annual meeting oti
Illinois State Farmers' institute
opened its three days'
today: An unusually int
instractive program has
for this gathering.
ILLINOIS

CROWDS AT THE
New Orleans, La.,

the grand parade

Carnival, New OrU
of the
ties. Thousands
part of the coun
It is believed U
largest on recor

the climax

SISTI
Of St. Vincent's
Fe. N. M.. Writes,May be of Great

Sufferers of
St.

I find

that

tion has stop;
gion among
slowly but surel;
of the ornhans hairfce wc
of scalp and skin
pleased to reco
scription every
only to glad if
means of some poor sufferei
not merely relief but a con i
uhe of this Invaluable remedy
One case n. D. D. cured t
whose eyebrows were entire??
avay. Her nose and Hps Hal
Now her
badly ctsfigured
are growing, andjftsr nose
have resumed tijttr natural
sion.
Her lips are noigH
Respect fully yoi
SISTEH
So confident are we
D. Prescription will reac
too that if the very first
Hair
tie falls to do exactly
it will not cost you a
about
and let us tell you mi
great remedy D. D. D.
you have a trial bottle
;

K. D. Good&U.
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LOUIS NEWMAN IS
;
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CO.

ANXIOUS

TO

RETURN
WOULD LIKE TO MEET NEW MEX
ICO LIGHTWEIGHT IN LAS
VEGAS SOON.

April 15. Young brlenborn, At
ver, no declsoin, six rounds.

August 15, FrankJe white, at
Creede, draw, 15 rounds.
September 4, Muggsjr Scboels, at
Leadville, won, 15 rounds.
September 28, Perry Lewis, at Trin
idad, decision, 15 rounds.
October 26, Willie Canole, at Denver, uo decision, eight rounds.
December 12. Jimmy Finley, Engle-wood- ,
knockout, one round.
1912.

Eddie Johnson, at Pu
rounds.
four
eblo, lost,
v
January

closed quiet, unchanged.
Middling
uplands 10.50; middling gulf 10.75.
No sales.

Den-

22,

4

TODAY'S MARKETS

TO CHANGE RACING RULE3
NEW YORK STOvr; MARKET.
Chicago, Feb. 20. The American
New York, (Feb. 20. Trading lin
Trotting association, the controlling
stocks fell to the lowest point of the organization of the Western Turf, beyear this morning. During the first gan its biennial congress in Chicago
hour only 44,000 snares were dealt in today with all signs pointing to a sesand the second hour the market was sion of more than ordinary interest
at a complete standstill much of the and importance. The association will
time. Opening prices were influenced
consider and act upon a number of
by the decline in American securities changes proposed by the rule commitabroad but the small losses were made tee, some of which are of a more
Some of the specialties were or ,ess radica, character. A most rad- up.
notably active, the movement among ical change proposed is intended to
these stocks being credited to pool
stand
divorce the

Eg

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress flour
-

w
inc o w .
evev B&kirv Problem.
It's 'Finer,-Whit- er
ur,.; lore Urviforrrv
Made fay LARABEES
.

--

,

Since leaving Las Vegas, his naGERMAN
tive place, in 1909, Louis Newman,
judges'
absolutely
vvbo claims the lightweight
rule
thiB
If
operations.
the
from
LOOK
boxing
ring.
betting
LEADERS
0. P.
Slight progress upward was made should be adopted, it would mean that
SILVERWARE
championship of i ue Kocky jlountaius,
A
has made a remarkably good record
by Heading, Union Pacific and United the judges would take no notice whatEVERY
IN
COUPON
ALIKE TO MISSOURI States Steel after 11 o'clock, but the ever of the speculation end of the
a j and his manager, Al. P. Woods, be
i
'
remainder of the k.at was sluggish meeting, and that whenever officials
lieves that he will soon become a
the bulk of the dealings in the decared off betB tney would do so on
with
connecto
factor
be reckoned with in
(Continued From Page On)
stocks named. Continued accumula- their own account and not as an ention with the championship ot
Distributors
tion of Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago forcement of a prescribed rule in turf
the
United
Newman's
States.
The rule now In force
last appearance here was September 9, take 12 years before reduction couid and St. Louis, which has been a recent statutes.
for
of the republican feature, lifted it to 105 and the prethe use of hobbles probably
1908, when he won the lightweight be had, the policy
against
for delaying the revision of the ferred stock gained two points. Bonds Xrill be repealed and similar action
OPTIC AND STOCK
championship of the southwest in a party
in behalf of its beneficiaries were steady on reduced dealings.
tariff
GROWER.
is expected to be taken in regards to
go with Teddy Mapleson.
The closing sales were as follows:
Then Newman went to Denver and can be well understood.''
VT.
the rule forbidding drivers to carry
65V
Concluding, Mr. Harber declared the Amalgamated Copper
watches in their hands while partici- I
1.00 has met every lightweight boxer with
DOOR
re119
panic of 1907 the natural result of
American Beet Sugar
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR
whom bouts could be arranged,
pating In a race. Still another matter
He
said
the
104
people
misrule.
on
is the
Atchison
of Importance to be acted
a large number of victories. He publican
Advance for Mail
of such things and wanted Great Northern
t3V4 proposition to decide money winners
is the first boy to represent New were tired
110
not according to their position In the
game among a democratic president. "II Mr. Roose- New York Central
of djrtft, check or money Mexico in the pugilistic name
that
predicted
Having
Pacific
of
Las
tut "if tent
The
Northern
summaries, as is tne present and long
otherwise we will not the top notchers.
f
156
velt should be the nominee of the re Reading
news
accented custom, but after a horse
in
has
every
Vegas
appeared
spoMftle for loss.
publican party that party would never Southern Pacific
WH has won most of the heats and the
connection
in
uoioraao
it
paper
i
copies free on application.
a candidate for presi16
race, second, third and fourth money
Union Pacific
that of Newman. Denver claims the again nominate
declared that "the
and
60
having
dent,"
Steel
winners to be selected as per the total
has
he
He
States
but
battler
United
li;
always
PAPERS DISCONTINUED
WBfjm
AT
would make of President
108!'. sum of their standing In the
insurgents
Steel
pfd
from
Vegas.
to
States
lab
United
TOT
register
UPrjUTION OF TIME
the sacrificial goat to bear the
He has always nosed as tne ngni- - Taft
PAID FOR.
of
nolicies
the
republican
abandoned
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
J
weight champion oi the new state and
party," William S. Cowherd, uennaOUR LIVERY SERVICE
Feb. 20. 6carclty of conmountain
region.
the
I VdruflisJM
Rocky
Chicago,
are e,unranteed the
nent chairman of ihe convention con
lift
at
Is
wheat
Liverpool
right up to snuff in all weather.
Newman lost this title in his last cluded a keynote spvmrfi wiih these tract grade of
f?rt dafty and weekly circulation
were Night calls are given prompt attentoday."
Openings
here
ed
witn
prices
oniy words:
M
match, at Pueblo, when,
Btwspaper in Northwestern
tion and the best service is provided.
M to
higher. May started at 100
v Mexico.
four days' notice and not having
"Confldcvit ,of success under this
re- Good horses kept in a Clean stable
but
to
of
a
met
to 100,
gain
enough time to train, Nedman
banner, we send th delegates from
and good rigs may be obtained at any
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
defeat for the second time in his this convention to Baltimore instruct- acted to 100V616 and we
Main
BjISDAYEBRITAHY 20, 1912.
us.
Call
from
time
about
up
was
Eddie
of
there
hands
In the corn crowd,
long career, at the
ed to offer to the democracy of the
show you.
Johnson. Monte Dale got a decision nation as their candidate for president, an even division of sentiment. May will do the rest, la, L. Cooley.
up at 67
against Newman some time ago after the best jewel in Missouri's diadem-Cha- mp opened unchanged to
NOTICE OF SUIT
and receded to 67.
.ftvw.wiia'W,
a fierce battle. Newman is now trainAutomobile & Machine Shop
Clark. Our republican friends to 67
Vegas
of New Mexico
informs
State
started
his
corn.
manager
and
hard
May
followed
Oats
democraticof
ing
said that but one year
In the Dlsitrlct Court.
The Optic that he will be matched for wrangling in congress would fully a shade off to a like amount higher
touched State of New Mexico, Plaintiff,
Wm. Whalen, Prop,
to
a return bout with Johnson provided blast all hopes of a future democratic at 52
Phone Main 344.
No. 7384.
vs.
to
the latter defeats Rudy Unholtz, the
back
fell
52
and
is
52.
house
democratic
victory. That
and
boxing Boer, whom he is billed to box now well into the second session of its
There was sufficient scattered buy R. L. Brown and Thomas Carson,
and property
estate
real
the
market
on February 22 at Pueblo.
the
land,
to
hold
of
recent
his
I
provisions
ing
existence and chaliense
described in the complaint, De
1 'sv.e&ssfC'v
Newman wants to return to Las tory to shdw a congress that has steady. Initial sales were 2 off to
fendants.
towns$15.65
his
before
with
and
delivery
May
a shade up
x
appear
Vegas
better served its constituents.
You, the 'above named defendants,
for lard and
men and would like to go on with any
Democratic victory last (all in the for pork; $99.02
not
are
who
Mexico
rlibshereby notified that a suit has
weighs
for
boy in New
special elections held to fill vacancies $8.57
t!ub
over 140 pounds. Newman always ap in the house was the people's vote of
op
The closing quotations were as fol- been commenced against you in the
district court for the Fourth Judicial
mouse. lows:
PEOPLE
pears at the lightwelgnt limit, 133, but ontidence ju a. demoqrai-95
District sitting within and for the
is willing to give away a few pounds That vote sounded the death knen
July
Wheat.May
Ah important report has been issued for the sake of boxing in New Mexico. of the
County of San Miguel, In the State
hopeB and the past
Corn, May 67; July 6667.
republican
New Mexico, by the above named
of
by the English local government board Newman worked tor The Optic two policies of the republican party. The
Oats, May 52; July
on public health and local administra years, starting as a pressfeeder.
the State .of New Mexico,
worn out doctrine of protection has
plaintiff,
$15.40.
Pork,
May
Newman's boxing record is a3 fol- been iburied with the bloody shirt
tion. The passing of
bousing and
of the said suit being to &
U
the
object
Lard, May 8.9697.
feet OS 1909 has re lows:
oolloet the sum of One Hundred and
and neither will ever again be the
Ribs, Mr 8.52.
sulted In a mot careful consideration
1908.
Twenty-eigh- t
($128 00) Dollars with
gonfalon to lead the shouting host to
of the housing problem in many dis
Feb. 22, Freddie Logan, at I as Ve political victory.
costs and penalties, together with the
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
trlcts. During 191t returns were re- gas, knockout, tour rounds.
"If wo need proof of democratic
Kansas City, Feb. 20. Cattle, re- costs of this action, the said taxes
ceived from 252 urban and 55 port
March 8, Kid Murphy, at Las Vegas, opportunity we have but to look at ceipts 9,000, including 500 southerns. having been duly assessed in your
Some habits one should want to break and
sanitary authorities, controlling an
battle array. No Market steady Native steers $5.50
the reDublican
knockout, three rounds.
names for the year 1910 against the
or
showall
bad habits are bad to keep.
19.532.54S,
population
March 30, Young Macey, at Ias Ve longer a disciplined, organized army 8.15; southern steers $56.25; south- following described property:
Lot
leading the cases of infectious disease no- gas, knockout seven rounas.
ern cows and Jieifers $35; native and improvements on the northeast
marching under acknowledged
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
tified, were 71.710 cases of scarlet
April 15. Jimmy Barnes at Las Ve ers that oartv today is bui a host cows and heifers $36.25; stackers corner of the Plaza, In the Town of
habit anyone can have
fever with 1,619 deaths; 25,170 of gas, knockout, three rounas.
good
hos
of warring factions divided into
and feeders $4.25G.50; bulls ?3.75 Las Vegas, in Precinct No. 5, San
diphtheria, with 2,578 deaths; 15,247
the
Las
at
between
Black
28,
The
Vegas,
Bear,
tile camps.
April
guif
western Miguel County, New Mexico, and for
calves $47.25;
GJ5.50;
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
of erysipelas, with 519 deaths; 6,693 of won, 15 rounds.
the forseclosure of the lien of the
standpatter and the insurgent is too steers $rS7.25; western cows $3
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
typhoid fever with 1,189 aeaths; 1,340
May 12, Kid Gilder, at Las Vegas, wide to be bridged by any party plat- 5.25.
Unless you
State of New Mexico.
109
boO
of
with
best
for puerperal,
deaths;
opportunity that he may find and then
form.
knockout, two rounds.
Hogs, receipts 16,000. Market stea- appear or cause your appearance to
dea
at
Dawson,
follows
in
smallpox with 11 deaths. In London
Black
time
Bear,
"For the first
history
May 18,
up the "lead," will surely get quick
dy to five cents lower. Bulk of sales be entered in the said action before
the number of infectious cases has knockout, eight rounds.
termined effort is betng made to desuccess.
$6.1506.20; the 20th day of April, A. D. 1912, judgheavy
$5.806.15;
small: Scarlet
been comparatively
May 25, Bert Williams, La Junta, feat a republican president for the
and butchers $5.956.20; ment Will be taken against you and ft
packers
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
fever, 10,509; diphtheria, 5,494; ty knockout, five rounds.
nomination to a second term. What
I4.255.
against the said property by default ft
pigs
lights
$5.606;
men
will help people to get what they want when
he
that
1,283;
cerebrospinal
phoid fever,
June 28, Chas. iWilliams, Las Vegas, has President Taft done
Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market stea- and the said property will be sold to
ingitis, 115 and smallpox 7. For tu- knockout, two rounds.
ft
should be singled out of an the great
they want it.
dy. Muttons $3.254.50; lambs $5.25 satisfy the lien of the State of New
erculosis some 600 beds have been
July 3, Leo Padeo, nt Trinidad, republicans who have held that office
ft
and yearlings Mexico for all of the said taxes, costs
6.25; fed wethers
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
rovided in sanitariums by sanitary knockout, one round.
to wear this deep disgrace? His only
fed ewes $2.503.90.
ft
and
penalties.
$3.755.50;
entertradiauthorities, and 3,700 by private
July 20, Kid Hardy, at Denver, crime has been loyalty to the
Plaintiffs attorney is Charles W. O. ft
tional principles of his party and
prise or charity.
knockout, six rounds.
LIVE STOCK
district attorney, whose
CHICAGO
Ward,
sale
for
ft
lood
Careful inspection of
August 3, Young Baldy, at Denver, fidelity to his platform pledges.
20.
and
business address is Las
Fob.
Cattle,
receipts
Chicago,
of
make
would
lias taken place. Samples numbering knockout, two rounds.
ft
"The insurgents
5,000. Market quiet and weak. Beeves Vegas, New Mexico.
lt)0,740 were analyzed during the year.
September 9, Ted Mampleton, at President Taft the sacrificial goat to
ft
LORENZO DELGADO.
Texas steers $4.50
(Seal)
Of the total number of samples an- Las Vegas, won, 10 rounds.
bear the abandoned policies of the $4.658.50;
Clerk, Distil t Court.
5.65; western steers $4.807; stack1909.
alyzed offenses were were discovered
party out in the wHderness of forget-fulnes- ers and feeders
and
caws
or
$3.806.10;
examination
at
the
D
Montana
cases.
The
S.510
hopelessDenver,
rud,
Recognizing
January,
heifers $26.40; calves $5.50(g8.
mil It and cream receives a large knockout,' three rounds.
ness pf victory under his leadership,
numHogs, receipts 30,000. Market
DenC.
D,
tne
at
Is
Q.
of attention.
Samples
that element
sending
January, Clarence McNutt,
$5.806.20; mixed $5.85
no
but
75 were examined during ver, no decision, .four rounds.
to
answering
Bay
Oyster
signal
were
heavy $5.x06.25; rough
6.22;
their
at
to
cheer
waiting
Denver, spark has come
,332 (11.1 per cent)
January, Jim Sullivan,
$5.906.10; pigs $4.25'5.90; bulk of
failed to reach no decision, four rounds.
UjdgjjHhearts.
"Mr. Roosevelt is bold but not foo- sales $6.056.20.
limits fixed by the board
March, Kid Riley, at Denver, knockSheep, receipts 22,000. Market slow.
appears to be out, two rounds.
lhardy He loves a fight much out h
Native
on
the
is
de$3.304.75; western $3.60
pect than
hates a licking more. His eye
April, Peter Jenson, at Denver,
tage of milk cision, six rounds.
the weather gauge and his ear to the 4.80; yearlings $4.805.75 lambs,
rted against
July 10, Kid Rose, at Cripple Creek, ground, but if he be as wise a sailor native $4.306.75; western $4.75
as the past has indicated, he will keep 6.80.
provincial won, six rounds.
UNION SUITS AND TWO PIECE GARMENTS
per cent, and
July 30, Monte Dale, at Denver, lost, his bark safe within the peaceful
LIVERPOOL
MARKET.
waters of Oyster Bay until the storm
r of the country, 11.6. two rounds.
Liverpool, Feb. 20. Closing, cotton,
numbering 20,74?
August 28, Bill Lucke, at Denver, subsides.. If he dares the conflict, we
spot iit,fair demand. Prices 11 points
may wel. forecast the result.
and 1,048, or 5.1 per decision, six rounds.
1910.
"As long as the people of .he United higher. American middling, fair, 6.61;
ed. In London the
...
The adulterated
August 26, Johnny Murphy, at States believe in a republican govern- good jilddling, 6.23; middling, 6,97;
ment; aB long as they love liberty; as igood Ordinary 5.29 .ordiaajy, 6.03.
dition to foreign Greeley, decision, six rounds.
bT the day were 10,000 bales.
water.
ount of
,1
.V
long as they cherish free government The sales
September 14, Tommy West,
as better than great riches and the
rican Medical As- - Trinidad, knockout, three rounds.
NEW YORK MONEY
September 15, Charles Kinbury at one heritage a wise father would leave
New York, Feb. 20. Call money
to his children no man will be elected
Trinidad, knockout, eight rounds.
DRY GOODS, SHOES ETC. ARRIVING DAILY.
NEW
Mexican
prime paper
September 20, Young Otto, at Den- to a third term as president of the
United States. The example of Wash- dollars 47 cents.
ver, knockout, five rounds.
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milrepublicanism, democracy,
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night from his ranch near Watrou next Thursday nightt promises to be
NEW
this place look attractive to the propriated by the Thirty-eightmake
e
an
frolic.
For the
and was in las Vegas today on
prescription.
evening of fun and
The
assembly up to January 1, 1'JI2,
maskers, the fun will begin with the soldiers as a camping ground.
the Journal together with such needs and recom
Mrs. H. Thomason will leave this wand march at S:30 o'clock and to the lollowing article from
shows
is doing in mendations as the department of eduwhat
Albuquerque
will
be
Oklaof
treat
the
a
spectators
for
to
month's trip
given
evening
WINTERS DRUG CO.
the "way of attempting (to land the en cation deems wise in the future, and
boma for; a visit with friends and re-- seeing the finest costuming ever
also a report as secretary of the i tate
nessed in Las Vegas.
Dancing fo.- campment:
Phone .Main
That tire New Mexico national board of education covering the period
Joe Raycroft, wno nas Deen in las the umrasked guests will begin with
from January 1, 1909, to Januarj 1.
i Vegas several days o- - ousmess, re-- a second grand march, which Is to be guard may hold Its state encampment
in Albuquerque this summer, instead 1912. Both reports are quite lengthy
turned to his home in VVatrous t Ms j the eighth dance on the program,
t
and cover in detail the educational afafternoon.
tne benefit of the dancers' thd of going to San Francisco to particiof
fairs
the
territory for these periods.
maneuvers
F. L. firemen announce that the floor will pate in tthe
Santa Fe Superintendent
Distributing
Financial Statement.
Myers went north this morning in nls j: a in the lest possible condition and with the regular army troops, was tlioj
Agents
WAGONS
private car on a train of deadhead !(W0 orchestras will furnish music for interesting announcement made yesThere is shown to be to the credit of
equipment,
the evening's jolltty. The firemen cx terday by Adjutant Gf?neral yv. 8. the state board of education a bal
Domingo Sandoval of Albuquerque pect to 8end a large part of Thurs- Brookes, who visited the city. General ance of $67.r.. 1. The total cost of
Brookes said 1hat the encampment.
is in l,as Vegas. Mr. Sandoval is a day
the board meetings for tne vears 1909.
putting the floor of the Duncan
plasterer hy trade and is working on opera house in condition, giving it a next summer would probably be held four meeti: j: 191U, six meetings;
either here or at Ias Vegas, which-- is 1911, four
the Elks' new club house.
good scrubbing and polishing. One of
etings; is shown to have
to mean that something unfore- been $!?,!
taken
J.
Yardmaster
went
Anton
F.
to
the orchestras is that which playel
.7.35, and has been paid from
One lot of Silk Petticoats
Santa Fe this morning on train No. for the governor's ball and the other seen has occurred to change the plans the fi; "'s arising from the rental ot
of the war department, since the ad3 to attend
the reunion of Scottish is said to be equally good
the co unon school lands oi the state.
SADDLES
VEHICLES
general received orders sevRite Masons in the Ancient City.
...
At
,,, car jutant
tho th(r),,,
Full Line of
Expenditures.
SEEDS
eral weeks ago to prepare the state
James D. Davidson, manager of
HARNESS
nival of the firemen of the West si If ,
In his report covering the affairs oi
& Brown, of
troops for a trip 'to San Francisco in
Albuquerque, eacn every detail will be better than
any of
in this afternoon from the north, stop
the educational department, a, detail
the past dances: the costumes and July.
While here yesterday, Secretary statement of expenditures of each apping off in Las Vegas on business.
prizes, the music and floor and there Thomas
N. M.
J. Naylon of the Commercial propriation made for the office is
George H. Kinkel went to Santa will
Assorted colors and black
even be two cakes as prizes i
tub conferred with General Brookes shown. Salaries expenses and printFe this morning on the California
for the cake walkers.
relative to the holding of the state ing, total $11,762.29,
for the year,
Limited to attend the eighth reunion
It is expected thaft the attendance encampment here, and as a result, the 1911, being slightly less than for the
of the Scottish Rite Masons of New
this year will exceed that at all past head of New Mexico's
$5. TO $7.50 VALUE AT Mexico.
The superintendent
military de- previous year.
Cleofes Romero came in last night dances, as already the ticket sale has partment will make another visit to feels that, the department should have
It is the city next Sunday for the purpose an appropriation of at least $15,000 a
from Santa Fe, having completed the broken advance sale records.
that
the
number
thought
of
dancers
of inspecting sites for a camp should year at the hands of the coming legiswork of turning the penitentiary over
to his successor, J. Ti. McManus, of will be unusually large this year, at the troops be mobilized here. The of- lature and sets forth a number of adleast if all who have signified their ficers and directors of the Commer- ditional needs for his department.
Aiouquerque.
W. G. Ogle, the real estate man, intention of masking carry out their cial club will get busy at once, and go The number of school rooms, since the
There are two costumers in over several prospective sites, so that last appropriation was made, has inwent to Santa Pe Sunday night. Mr. plans.
the
, when General
creased from 945 to 1,501; teachers,
and judging from their
city
e
Brookes comes to
0;;ie expected to go to Wagon Mound
a great variety of costumes can
from the Capital City today and will
next week, a definite proposi- from 1,065 to 1,548; the school census
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
be had. In addition, many persons tion for holding the state encamp- has increased from 93,815 to 100,045;
return home tomorrow.
have
planned their own costumes for ment here, can be made him. It is the enrollment has increases from
MAIN
104
PHONE
ignacio Romero, wno is the "main
to 58,000; and the number of high
affair.
the
si
said that the Commercial club will
gu" on the staff of El Combate and
schools from 11 to 35. These items
As
is
offer
a
first
class
usual
the
committbe Mora County Sentinel, published
camping grounds,
inspection
of increase are shown for the purpose
at Wagon Mound, returned this even tee will be on the job and all per- - embracing not less than 400 acres and
of setting forth the additional needs
wil1
to
furnish
have
Uft
of
a
50,18
Dure
lo
their mask and guarantee
supply
ing to his home after having been
of the office.
most every instance, double In size
Free Text Books.
TO SAVE THE CHESTNUT
here two days on business. Mr. Ro-- ! fcgitler name and costume before water. Sites under consideration and
Needed.
advoan
Wnlte
New
the
school laws of almost any other
Clerk
is
In
Superintendent
20.
will
which
Feb.
one
be
include
to
admitted
floor.
Pa.,
mero
the
The
investigated
HarrisbuTg,
formerly was with The Optic and being
The superintendent desires an addi- cate of free text books up to and In- state. H"e states that there 4s cmiijj-erablto the call issued last month his many friends here who will be glad oommitbee for the reception of the at tie end of North Fourth sitreet. one
the eighth grade, In tlie publegislation, now being- prepared
to know lie is making gooa In Wagon guesrts Is large and every member of on the meea northeast of the city at tional clerk on his staff whose duties cluding!
by Governor Toiler, reiresnta.tiveB
and has complied statistics by the legislative committee of the
schools
lic
certification
to
the
look
after
shall
be
and
of
the
the
Manzano
foot
and
the
will
or
comMound.
Nov
range,
a
make
himself
company
England
the
of a dozen
association,
statistics. from 13 states and all cities having New Mexico Teachers'
middle Atlantic states assembled here
Dr. Frank H. H. Ronerts, president nritee of one to welcome the guests still another east of the city on the of teachers and compiling
over 100,000 lnhaoitants which now principal among which is, what is
for
an
He
also
desires
mesa.
to
appropriation
to
the
thirtieth
conference
ball.
annual
two
a
days'
of the Normal University ,Jleft this
today for
the establishment ot a traveling li- furnish free text books. He feels that commonly known as "The Unit BUI."
consider ways and means to be pur- afternoon on train No. 7 for Clovis.
system operated unaer the direc- the legislature should pass a free text having for Its main purpose the conbrary
the
of
control
Dr. Roberts will attend the meeting
sued in the possible
solidation of the rural schools of the
He also book bill.
of
tion
his department.
chestnut blight, which already has of the Pecos Valley Teachers' associaTURKS' QUEER DESERT ARMY wishes to comply with the present
state.
He states that he Is not in
Law
School
Cumbersome.
TOPEKA CAPITALIST
caused a loss of millions of dollars tion there and will address the gatherWhite states that thorough accord with this bill, but
to
the
reference
Superintendent
school
with
law
and now is threatening a total des- ing on Thursday and Friday. From
Weapons of Every Time and Age Are printing of uniform blanks
for all there is now a strong sentiment pre- would like to see the old territorial
Found Among These Picturesque
VISITS MICA MINE
truction of the chestnut forests Clovis Dr. Roberts will leave for St.
school purposes distributing them un- vailing for the repealing of existing school laws repealed and a new code
Soldiers.
throughout the country. Participat-in- Louis to attend a Tireeting of the
der the direction of his office. While school laws and the enactment by tne of school laws enacted, and belies
exof
Schools
Normal
of
are
the
forestry
conference
presidents
the
in
new, brief, that this is in response to the demand
In this city of canvas houses, or, recognizing that every department of coming legislature oi
perts of a number of states and of the country. At this meeting, in addi ROY L BONE WAS PLEASED WITH rather, in these groups of canvas ham- state should now practice economy and concise school law such as win of the people throughout the state
or tion to the normal school presidents,
THE SITUATION HE FOUND
the United States department
lets, are men of every race in the consistent with the puoilc good, he be easily Interpreted by the various and will in the end be econom
of education of the superthe
council
IN NEW MEXICO.
Levant.
There is no uniformity of still feels, that the educational depart- boards of directors and school people in the matter of printing and In the
agriculture.
type even among the officers, for the ment least of all, should suffer for of the new state. By comparison, he efficient management of the schools
The chestnut blight was unknown intendents' section ana the college
Turkish Empire comprises many lack of finances.
Roy L. Bone, a capitalist from
finds that our school laws are, in al of the state.
in the United States until some sev- section of the professors of pedagogy
Kans., who visited Las Vegas races, and in the same mess tent you
en or eight years ago- It was first! of the American Educationad associarecently, was pleased with this city may see a Cretan captain chatting
noticed among the chestnut trees in tion will be present.
A
and the mica mines near Ribera, with a lieutenant from the Bulgarian
Central Par1 in New York City.
an Albanian tendering hla
nohe went on a trip ol inspection. frontier,
where
waa
in
filed
A
has
been
suit for divorce
short time buer the disease
cigarette case to a Yemen Arab. But
among the rank and file of tbe Turticeable in New Jersey, in parts 'of the district court by Mary Cresipin The Topeka Journal says:
Recently Roy L. Bone, commission- kish soldiery the racial types are bewestern Connecticut, and even as far de Kelly, who desires to be separated
In their variety, says a
south as Pennsylvania and Maryland. from her husband, Louis Kelly. Mrs. er of finance, returned from a busi- wildering
Tripoli letter in the London Express.
ness
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Mexico
and
has
husband
her
States
departthat
United
1908
trip
through
Kelly
alleges
the
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Servians, Syrians, Greeks, Cretans,
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where
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maiden
restoration
her
of
name,
apprise
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Mary
the subject
letins
anders from! the archipelago, Bosnlaka
of the spread, and to en- Cresipin. The couple were married B. Rohrer and a few other prominent with the faces of Kalmuck Tartars,
public
business men of Topeka have devel- shaggy-headeKurds, Armenians,
able the owners of chestnut trees here in 1906.
Persians and dwellers In Mesopotamia
oped a splendid mien aeposit.
if
it
appeardisease
the
juo recognize
there is no end to the list It
"I saw the mill in operation down
ed. Incidentally the scientific staff
HARDWARE SHOW OPENS.
would need the pen that described the
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is
"and
Bone,
it
there,"
a
20.
Feb.
More
explained
than
remedy.
Boston, Mass.,
iried to discover
aorde wherewith Cyrus invaded Greece
ers, mycologists and plant patholog- one hundred exhibitors representing winnowing out the pure mica from (a very similar horde no doubt, but
ists all took a hand but nothing about 40 diversified manufacturing the crushed rock in fine shape. I nev- lacking modern weapons and khaki
lines have displays at the annual ex- er saw anything like the mica depos- kit) to enumerate them all.
availed.
not
And even tlen one has spoken only
done
hibition of the New England Hard- its on the company's 13 claims. One
By 1909 the disease had
of
look
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the
side
the regular! Turkish soldiers. There
the
mountain
the
may
which
up
in
association
Dealers'
ware
less than $12,000,000 damage
see almost a solid mass of mica still remain the uncounted desert men
three states of New York, New Jer- opened here today at Mechanics' Hall, and
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
to in connection with the annual conven bearing rock. The work already done who have ranged themselves under
sey ;!id Pennsylvania, according
the Crescent flag to wage war for
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prodthe
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that
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farther
they their
the estimate then made by the Penn- tion of the association which, together
liberty. Dally they continue to
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the
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grade
exhibition
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uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
with
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continue
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sylvania forestry
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and
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gatherrock
even
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til
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and
from
a
and
"Blasting
Thursday
as
very
places
1his they regarded
annual ball ready for the crusher and separator. twenty days' Iride away. There are
vative figure. In 1911, only two ing will wind up with the
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
on the evening of Washington's birth- There is no necessity of expensive Arabs from Tripoli, Tunis, Fezzan,
years later, the disease was reported
even
from
handful
a
distant
He
believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
Algiers,
or
With
as day.
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by the department of agriculture
Morocco.
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now
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the
special
western
machinery
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
silver-graand
having apread out until
at the mine there is no doubt but that negroes, wlrk light-eye-with dust
ANOTHER BARGAIN.
Virwill not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
West
and
Bedouin
sunshine;
Pennsylvania, Virginia
A neat appearing home on the hill. the mill in Topeka will be kept busy and veiled honemen from the Libyan
south,
the
on
included
were
good secure repeat orders.
ginia
has Ave rooms and la in good arid the company makes splendid pro Sahara pour in to help the Turks and
while northerly it had pushed up the House
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
inharass the Italians with nightly forays
repair. Location is the best and the gress."
Hudson river valley, and eastward
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
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The Perfect Shortening
Turkt, weapons of every
out
the
by
tion of a short time until tbe dis-may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
AGENCY CORPORATION.
Cottolene is made from the finest kind and age in the camp. I have
aso has wiped out all of the chestA.
money in telling others of their goodness.
Fleming,
George
Phone 40.
seen within a few hundred yards of
vegetable oil as pure and wholesome as
nut trees In the states named and
a
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It
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Lard, on the contrary, is
probably in Vermont,
shotgun, a
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Is not complete unjess
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touch some of Potter's times impure, often indigestible. Cotto- of steel over
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a
finishing
In
inlaid
der,
scimitar, a Moorish curved
Kentucky, Mississippi, Tennessee,
ice cream. In our factory only the lene makes things taste better, makes dagger and an au omatic pistol.
and
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Michigan.
diana,
freshest and best materials are used. them digest better. It gives you butter
There is no doibt that the desert
are combined under the most results at less than the price of lard. is supplying Turley with soldiers as
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want
the
to
want
If you
get
conditions and are the
efficiently as it hds provided her with
want to get, you want to get your sanitary the ice cream manufacturing There is no indigestion sold with Cottofood for them tc eat. A wonderful
of
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We to Met? the Variation
vldual Tastes Without
Affair
Ort

of In-Turning
Into Formal Reception
Dishes Worth Trying.

enougn mayonnaise dressing to ma
the cheese to a soft and smooth consistency. Fill the open spaces in the
center of the prunes with the cheese
mixture. Serve with toasted cracker
and lettuce salad over which French
dressing has been poured. Neufchatel
rheese may be used, also French
dressing in place of mayonnaise. You
can stuff the prunes with half a wal
nut instead of cheese, and after presfr,
ing together roll in granulated sugar.

Tiers axe many tidbits delicious
Keeping a Dinner.
im serving with the social 5 o'clock
is necessary to keep tha
When
it
cap whiffc are unknown to the aver- J
warm for the belated diner,
inner
age hostess
the cook will find a good substitute
Unlets one keeps well abreast of for the braln-marl- e
used in all first-clas-s
times accompaniments are apt to
restaurants for keeping food
fee limited to
wafers ot a warm, by taking a deep baking pan,
conventional order, or cakes frequentfill it half full of hot water and set
ly over-sest.
into it covered bowls containing the
Without robbing the occasion of its various articles ot food that are to be
Principal charm by making a formal
kept hot, says the New Idea Woman's
reception of it and serving an elab Magazine. Set the pan in a moderate
bmt repast, it is possible to discover
y hot oven ana tne belated diner will
new things and to meet the varla- - be
phased with the fresh taste of his
lions of individual taste
dinncr.
TO instance, the dainty finger rolls
& be split lengthwise and the soft
nb in one half removed. The hol- Directions for Icing Fruit.
low thus formed is to be filled with
Beat the white of an egg, not to a
cream cheese softened with a little foam, but enough to break it up. Dip
Put the two halves luto It bunches of grapes, cherries or
"whipped cream.
bebe ribbon or currants and roll tnem over until they
with
and
tie
together
are covered with the egg. Then roll
tinsel cord.
Or some finely chopped walnuts them in pulverised sugar. Lay them
may be stirred into the cheese, which on a flat sieve to dry.
la to serve as filling, with or without
NATURALLY
the addition of minced olives.
Again, the following mixture, which
1s Just a trifle elaborate, will appeal
to many palates:
One roll of cream cheese, a tea- spoonful of pimentos, chopped fine,
end a full tablespoonful of mayon- nalse. The olives should be chopped
by hand. Mix and use as above.
Another good form of sandwich,
made this time of conventional slices
of bread, requires four heaping table-epoonfuls of minced chicken and three
A cream
Of mayonnaise.
dressing
can be substituted for the one of oil.
Spread the mixture on three squares
of whole wheat bread and cover with
entailer pieces.
Or, chop fine some blanched
toasted but not salted, grind
them In the meat chopper or crushIn a mortar and spread between delicate squares of buttered bread.
For a single sandwich, that is, HavShe They've been married for nearing but one slice of bread in its comof
combination
ingredithis
position,
ly two months and she's not a bit Jealents is considered choice: Over a ous of her husband.
Their flat Is so
He No wonder.
dozen large plump olives pour boiling
water, allowing them to stand a few small that there isn't even room for
minutes, then drain and put on the suspicion.
lee Now chop fine enough pimentos
to form a teaspoonful of the mince.
Chop the olives, add the plmensos
T00JAD
with one tablespoonful ot fine cracker
Crush all the mayonnaise
crumbs
end spread on shapes cut from thin,
' t her stale bread.
Again, to many callers tea, ideally
served, always means a hot biscuit
of some sort and unsalted butter. For
nil fcuch, kmall hot "soda, biscuit,"
oared latogrllsh muffins, and even
dainty bites of the nature of
shop-boug-

j

j

1

.

pop-ove- rs

are

welcome.

The truly English crumpet la obIn all our large
cities. Toasted and served very hot
with quantities of good butter, It b
comes so delectable that we sympathize with the man In "Pickwick Papers" who preferred dissolution, to cutting down his crumpet supply.
Scones, hot and buttered, are another favorite accompaniment These,
unlike the crumpet, can be easily
made at home. To prepare them nicely use this rule:
A quart of flour, a teaspoonful of
salt, and two teaspoonfuls of baking
Sift well,
powder mixed together.
chop into the Hour and blend well
a heaping tablespoonful of butter.
Now add enough cold milk to make a
soft dough. Turn out on a pastry
board, handling as little as possible,
end cut with a small cutter. Put them
upon a hot griddle, and when one
side haa browned, turn. Split with
fingers or fork never cut them? and
butter well.

tainable of late years
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E stray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
nay concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
Henry T. Nlms, East Las Vegas, N.
H, Dec S. 1911.
One black female horse, 1
rear old, 600 lbs., 10 hands.
Ob left hip
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
iidvertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
wn,er when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
ist pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
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ALWAYS

HANDLED

To-wi- t:

SOCIETY

WANT

CHAPMAN

COLUMN

ATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TI8EMENT8
lv
cent per line each Insertion
to a
tstlmat six ordinary word
in. No d to occupy lest space than
two tin. Ali advertisements charg
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It ed will be booked at apace actually
ot, without regard to number of
The Junior Partner- - Ttmmie tele- may concern that the following deCash In advance preferred.
phone my wife that I'm going to bring scribed estray animal was taken up by word
my partner borne to dinner
E. D. Monsimer, Isidor, N. It,, Januarj
Mr.
lr tun
Ilmmle Rea narrion
until next .10, 1912.
Wiggins won't be back
One sorrel male horse, 12
week
The Junior Partner I know, but 1 vears old, 850 to 900 lbs., 14Vi hands
feel like I could enjoy a good square
Branded

second
LOOOE NO. 2, A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS Meet
of
fourth
Tuesday
evening
comA. M. Regular
Vial Una
month at O. R. C. hall.
munication first and

-

1&

To-wi- t:

meal today.

DIRECTORY

brothers are cordially invited. Qee
third Thursday In each
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
month. Visiting brothCondon, Secretary.
ers cordially invited.
N. O. Herman, W. M. ; D. R. Murray.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
804.. . NO.
Meets second and fonrtk
in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
Thursday
2,
NO
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
building. Visiting members are oer
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K. ,
ular conclave second TuesE. P. Mackd, F. S.
day In each month at Ma
sonic Temple t 7:30 p. m. C. D.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, 8. C; Cbaa. Tamme. Re
Meet In Che forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the WorlS
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEQA8 CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
MA8ON8 Regular convoca
ARCH
Consul ; G. Laemmle, Clerk VieU-lntion first Monday In each
neighbors are especially we
month at Masonic Temcome
and cordially invited.
ple, at 7:80 p. m. M. R.
a.
P.
H
P.;
Williams,
DENTISTS.
Brinegar, Secretary.

On left shoulder

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Opttc's Number, Main 7.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 5, 1912, said date being
Dentist
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
10 days after last appearance of this
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phoes
advertisement, said estray will be Hold WANTED Experienced girl for genat office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
orul housework. 520 Wahington.
owner when found.
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
ATTORNEYS
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Albuquerque. N. M.
Grand avenue.
HUNKER & HUNKER
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
H.
Geo.
Chester A. Hunker
Hunker
ror Kent Four rurnisned rooms,
at Law.
1,
LODGE
Attorneys
DORADO
NQ.
EL
with
toilet
Advertisement
and
bath
for
house
Estray
light
New Mexie
iM
Vegas,
PYTHIAS
Meets
OF
KNIGHTS
Notice is hereby given to whom it keeping. Upstairs. Apply at Optic.
every Monday eve
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by FOR RENT 2 room furnished house.
ning In Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS
Tohn S. A. Martin, Socorro, N. M., Feb.
921 Lincoln avenue.
Visiting Knights are
J.
Invited.
5, 1912.
cordially
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
t:
One bay mare, 12 years
(Chaa. B. Liebsoh
Physician and Surgeon
old, 600 lbs.
nier, Chancellor
1 treat all kinds
of diseases, but
Don't know how to court
Squilabob
Branded
Commander.
Harry make
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
the girl? Well, my boy, you Just tell
of eye, ear, nose an
a
specialty
On left hip
Martin, Keeper of
her that you know she despises "Jolbaby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
M.
filled
1.
Stevlying" and Is the one woman in the
E.
till July
Mrs.
Said animal being unknown to this
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
world who can't be flattered.
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
claimed by owner on or
342.
unless
Board,
Vegas
Squllllgan Well?
date
before
said
1912,
5,
506V4 Grand Avenue.
March
Office:
being
her!"
"That sort of guff will flatter
NO.
10 days after last appearance of this FOR SALE Edison phonograph, 75 FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
records, recorder, $ u. Good as new,
advertisement, said estray will be sold
IN HASTE, TOO
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
cast $125. 212 Ninth street East
by this Board for the benefit of the
8 o'clock.
Las Vesas.
Visiting members are
owner when found.
LOCAL TIME CARD
E. E. Gehring,
welcome.
cordially
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
Albuquerque, N. M.
EA8T BOUND
C. H. Baily. treasurer
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
Arrive
Depart
LOST Gold bar pin at opera house,
9:16 p. nv
No. 2
9:10 p. m.
Advertisement
Estray
ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 4. . ..11:06
Friday evening. Return to Optic j
11:10 p.m.
p m.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
office.
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first No.
1:25 a. m
m
a.
1:16
8....
de
concern
that the following
may
month in the vestry No. 10
the
of
Tuesday
2:10 p. m.
m
1:45
p.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
rooms of Temple Moutefiore at 8
Ectray Advertisement
Francisco B. Chavez, Quemado, N. M.,
o'clock p. m. Visiting brother are
'
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
Jan. 25. 1912.
WEST BOUfttt
Isaac Appel, No. 1
oanV'Hr Invited
IhSt
concefff
the
de
may
following
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. nv
One dark bay horse, about
scribed estray animal was taken up by
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec No. 3
6:15 p. m.
4 feet 11 inches high.
6:10 a. m
rhos. J. Owen, Mineral Hill, N. M,
retary.
4:50 p. m
No. 7
4:40 p. m
Branded
2, 1912.
7:00 p. m
January
m
No. 9
6:35
p.
On right hip
One mare, about 8 years
NO. 4, Red Men
TRIBE
CLOUD
RED
Branded
dd, 700 lbs.
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
On right shoulder
Branded
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
hall.
On left shoulder
Branded
Flint, chiof of records and collector Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife waa
On left shoulder
Vial ting brother al taken down with a sever attack of
of wampum.
"I fought yous said yous kin lick
Branded
which run into bronchitis. She
velcome.
Branded
me wld yer hands tied behind yer
wyas
On left hip
coughed as though she had consumpOn left hip
back?"
tion and could not sleep at' night The
Said animal being unknown to this
Tm J Just goln' now
"I i can!
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
to this
Said
unknown
animal
being
on
or , Q Q
Board, unless claimed by owner
to get a string to tie 'em I"
F( LAS VEGAS LODGE NO Compound gava her so much relief
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before March 5, 1912, said date being
it until she
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued using O.
Mr. Williams I'm afraid my son
before March 5, 1912, said date being 10
G. Schae
was permanently cured."
this
of
last
after
appearance
days
visitAll
IT
on
OF
street
Sixtb
their ha'l
will never be a professional pianist
ONE WAY OUT
10 days after last appearance of this
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
sold
be
will
said
estray
advertisement,
Mr. Hyson Why notT
ing brethren cordially invited to at
advertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
Mr. Williams I guess he's used 20
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
tend.
J . D. FridensOne, N. G.;
the
benefit
of
the
by this Board for
owner when found.
case of kidney or bladder trouble not
different kinds of hair restorer, but
Elwood
M.
V.
T.
G.;
Frank
Fries,
owner when found.
none of them will make his hair
beyond the reach of medicine. No
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; medicine can do more. O. G. Schae
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
M.
grow.
N.
Albuquerque,
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
1912
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22,
The Call of Duty.
Estray Advertisement
"I try to do my duty," said the exEstray Advertisement
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
do
I
"and
to
whom it
Notice is hereby given
ceedingly sincere person,
concern
that the following de
may
of
theit
not hesitate to remind others
may concern that the following de- scribed
animal was taken up by
estray
duty."
scribed estray animal was taken up by M.
g
D. Pineda, Arroyo Seco, N. M.,
"Go ahead," replied the
Henry T. Nims, East Las Vegas, N. Feb. 3, 1912.
citizen. "You may prove to be a very
Dec. 3, 1911.
M.,
when
:
useful member of society. But
One blue horse, A years
t:
One femal sorrel horse, 1
at
about
have
4 feet, 2 Inches.
youll
166
get
yon
throng,
lbs.,
old,
year old, 600 lbs., 10 hands.
'many sincere friends as an alarm
Branded
Branded
clock."
On left shoulder
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
PHONE MAIN 227
Branded
I
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On right shoulder
before March 5, 1913, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this 10 days after last appearance of this
The deacon Ton shouldn't fly your Board, unless claimed by owner on or idvertisement, said estray will be sold
kite on Sunday.
before March 5, 1912, said date bein by this Board for the benefit of the
The Boy Oh! Well, de kit' aade 10 days after last appearance of this owner when found.
outer a religious paper.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M.
this Board for the benefit of the
FOR MEN
by
MAKING THE BEST OF IT
last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
1st
Feb.
12,
found.
owner when
pub.
THE WEAK POINT

Wanted

-

For Rent

for Sale

To-wi-

Li--

Lost

J

To-wi-

To-wi- t:

easy-goin-

Stuffed Prunes.
Let choice prunes soak over night
Steam until tender,
In cold water.
lit down on one side and remove the
stone from each. Grate edam or other
red
cheese, add a little
and
pepper or a dash of paprika

LOiibi

THE

To-wit-

Crystal Ice Co.

To-wi-

Pure Ice

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR

Home.
Everything Made at

Stylish and

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pubi Feb. 22, 1912

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby givfn to whom it
demay concern that the; following
scribed estray animal wis taken up by
J. H. Buckelew, Bstanda, N. M., Feb.
1912.

I

RETAIL PRICES

AGUA PURA COMPANY
of Natural Ice, the Purity
of Which Have Made Las Vegas

LUr&iitte.
.office

701

Douglas Avenue.

"m

FREE. FREE. FREE.
Punch work to embroidery and cro
cheing are necessary for home com
forts and here is an opportunity you
cannot afford to miss in getting free
lessons on above items. Royal So- ciey goods in packages are very .popu
lar all over the United states and our
assortment at present is very large.
The D. M. C. crochet cottons we
carry In hanks and balls In white am
colors; Richardson Grecian floss we
are headquarters for same. Anything
new in needlework and art gocas, you
will find at the 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store.

Too-wiOne bayj horse, 9 or 10
years old, 650 lbs., 13 hands.
Branded
HIS
On right hip
Said animal being! unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 6, 1912, said date being
WERE YOU PREPARED
10 days after last appearance of this
For the sudden blizzard that deadvertisement said istray will be sold
by this Board for me benefit of the scended from the north Monday night?
Were your coal bins full? If not call
owner when found,
She I am sorry I ever married you:
CATTLE SANTTARY BOARD,
up the Coors Lumber company and
order fuel. Orders will be filled with
HeOh, dont worry about me. I'm
Albuquerque, N. M
pretty tough, and can stand it
1912
out delay.
Feb.
12.
22,
1st pub. Feb.
last'pub.
t:

Ki

HanS

ANT Ads
Are Best

CATTLE

Up-to-d- ate

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
MIGHT BUY the particular thing: is worth moat.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to nme-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

of those who

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

A8 VEQA8 DAILY
COMMERCIAL

CLUB MEETS.
Minneapolis, Mluu., Feb.
e-Kate

representing commercial clube
ihroughout the state are In attendance
t the fourth
annual convention of the
Minnesota Federation of Commercial
clubs which opened here
today at the
West hotel. Many matters or
import,
anve to the commercial interests of
the state. Including the subject of Immigration, are scheduled for
by noted expert during this
feathering which wi,r ciose tomorrow
with a luncheon.
i

PENNANT8, PENNANTS
Baily's curio store has Just received
a new stock of High School and Normal pennant. It is showing also
some pretty novelties in girls' hate
for High School laslee. Pennants and
pillows of all the big colleges are
awaiting your inspection.
Call

for Republican Convention
the State of New Mexico

ties upon such notice and date as the)
nay deem expedient for the purpose ot
electing delegates to the rtate conven
tior, to be held on the Sth day ot
aUntt. 1912, as aforesaid, and which
the basis of representation shall he
one delegate for each one hundred
vote or more, cast for the republican
candidate for governor of the state
of New Mexico at the late election
held on the 7th day of November,
1911, and one delegate at large from
each county In addition upon which
basis the representation in the state
convention of the republican party of
the state of New Mexico to be held
on March 8, 1912. from the several
counties of the state shall be as fol
lows:

Pernalillo
Chaves

19

Colfax

17

Curry
for Dona Ana
Eddy

7

14
6

11
Grant
11
"Pursuant to the requirements uf Guadalupe
8
the call made by the republican na- Lincoln
4
tional committee on December 12, Luna
1911, for a republican national con- McKlnley
I
15
vention to be held In the city of Ch- Mora
6
icago In the state of Illinois, at 12 Otero
9
oclock non on Tuesday, June 18, Quay
20
1912, for the purpose of nominating Rio Arriba
4
candidates for president and
Roosevelt
6
to be voted for at the presi Sandoval
5
dential election on Tuesday, Novem --'an Juan
30
ber, 5, 1912, and for the transaction San Miguel
18
f such other business as may come Santa Fe ..
6
e, it the republican cenfal com- - Sierra
22
"f the state of New Mexico
m
Socorro
1
Santa Fe on this 25th day Taos
10
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the Torrance
14
holding of a convention of the re- Union
19
publican party of the state of New Valencia
Mexico, to be held In the city of Santa
305
Total
Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
on Friday, the eighth day of March,
All notices of contest shall be sut
A. D., 1912 for the purpose of select- mitted In writing, setting forth the
ing eight delegates and eight alter- grounds of contest, which must be
nates to represent the republican par- filed with the secretary of the state
state of New Mexico in tht central committee at least three days
ty p
said national convention called to be before the meeting of the state con
hied at Chicago on the 18th day of ventlon.
All county conventions must be held
June, 1912.
The republican central committees not later than the 4th day of March,
of the various counties of the state 1912.
VTCNCESLAO
JARAMILLO,
are by this committee requested and
Chairman.
directed to issue a call for the holding of a county convention of the re- HERBERT W. CLARK,
Secretary.
publican party in the respective coun

HORTICULTURISTS

MEET.

Great Falls, Mont, Feb. 20. -P- ractical
fruit growers from all parts of the
state are In attend:.! ce' at the annual
meeting of the Montana Horticultural
society which opened here today for
a three days' session. The fruit exhibition in connection with the convention is highly creditable. The pro
gram of the meeting includes a num
ber of lectures by leading experts
with the ptate agricultural
colleges of Montana, Oregon and other
western states.
MASONIC GATHERING.

Hattiesburgj, Miss., reb. 20. The
annual gathering of the Masonic grand
bodies of Mississippi opened here to
day with the meeting of the Grand
lodge and will continue through the
remainder of the week. The grand
chapter and the Order of High Priesthood will meet Thursday and the
meeting of the grand council will
meet Thursday aud the meeting of
the grand council will follow on Friday. The usual Mystic Shrine function will be held on Friday. Nearly
re In attend500 prominent Masons
ance.
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION.

COUNTY

A convention of the republicans of
San Miguel county, state of New
Mexico, is hereby, called to be held
the fourth day ot March, 1912, in order to select 30 delegates to the repub-

lican state convention, to be held in
the city of Santa Fe, N. M., on the
eighth day of March A. D. 1912, for
the purpose of selecting eight dele
gates and eight alternates to represent the republican party of the state
of New Mexico In the National republican convention to be held in the city
of Chicago, state of Illinois, on the
eighteenth day of June, A. D. 1912,
for the purpose of nominating candidates for president and vice president
to be voted for at the presidential
election on Tuesday, November 5,
1912, and for the transaction of such
other business as may properly come
before It
The various precincts of San Miguel county are entitled to the following number of delegates from their
respective precincts:

OPTi-

-

1UE8DAY,

Precinct
No.

1

No

2

No.

3

No.
No.
No.

4

No.
No.

7

5

6
8

No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No 22
No. 23
No. 24
No. 25
No. 26
No. 27
No. 28
No. 29
No. 30
No. 31
No. 32
No. 33
No. 34
No. 35
No. 36
No. 37
No. 38
No. 39
No. 40
No. 41
No. 42
No. 43
No. 44
No. 45
No. 46
No. 47
No. 48
No. 49
No. 60
No. 51
No 52
No. 53

20,

1912.

.cHonarieH.
H.rao.
of the various priINTEREST IN ADDRESS.
to notify the
2 maries are requested
Columbus, O., Feb. 20. The most
4 chairman of this committee of the Intense Interest Is manifested by po4 date of their meeting and the nan.es litical circles throughout Ohio and
4 of the delegates chosen, Immediately practically throughout the country In
i after holding their primaries.
tomorrow's session ot the Ohio ConSECUNDINO ROMERO,
9
stitutional convention, owing to the
2
Chairman.
announcement that Mr. Roosevelt will dency.
2 F. O. BLOOD,
deliver an address before that body
a
Secretary.
which, it is believed, will be of the
WAY
GREAT WHITE
a
greatest significance in view of Mr.
an
electee
When you put up
3
Roosevelt's possible candidacy for the
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
2
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a presrdency.
" -A short time ago Governor Harmon dons soineuuus
2 very reasonable investment you can
Is the
for an lectric sign
ettJ.
as
deyour
and
addressed
the
convention
hours
as
well as
i enjoy your sleeping
ot
way
2 a millionaire.
he- We are selling the clared against the initiative and ref- modern great white
name constently
2 popular brass beds cheaper than ever erendum.
It is believed that Mr. ,ng. Keeps tout
before. We have many styles in the Roosevelt will declare himself In favor
bright and satin finish, fine mat of both these policies and will submit Be and help, to
city.
wideawake
j
z tresses, springs and pillows.
J.
arguments to show that while he is a iiv.
company.
2 Tohnsen & Son
progressive both President Taft and Light ana Power

relegates The secretaries

San Miguel
La Cuesta
Las Vegas, south
Tecolote
Las Vegas, North
Las Vegas, Central
San Antonio
Las Vegas, upper
Pecos
Chaperlto
San Geronimo
Rowe
Rociada
Sapello
Las Manuelitas
Union
San Patricio
Mishawaka
McKlnley

San Juan
Casa Coloraua
Sabinoso
San Jose
La

FEBRUARY

jjendre

Go,.,

l.th..'2r.M,.

-

'

3

t
4

t

Pena Blanca

2

Los Alamos

2

San Pablo
2
Chavez
11
East Las Vegas
2
Canyon de Menuelltas
2
Puertecito
2
El Pueblo
Los Viliges
San Isldro
i
3
Las Gallinas
2
Penasco Blanco
2
El Cerrito
2
Los Torres
2
Tecolotito
2
Bernal
2
Canyon Largo
2
Romeroville
it
Los Fuertes
2
OJitos Frios
2
Cherryvale
2
Emplazado
2
Hot Springs
4
Trementina
2
Agua Zarca
2
Guadalupe
2
San Ignaclo
2
Las Colonias
2
Encinosa
Troxles will not be recognized unless held by residents of the samt
precinct from which the delegates
have been chosen. The various precincts will hold their primaries as
soon as convenient
but not later
that the second day of March, 1912.

Surplus
$50,000.00

Capital Paid in

2

$100,000.00

rt. CUNNINO.HAM.
RAN K SPRINGER,!

President

s

t

'asM.'

..

HOSKINS. Cashier.

w

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Leis Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest PeJd on Deposits

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater-LA-

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

S

VEGAS

THE HOflE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
PADGETT, Editor,
Sane, Conservative And Well Edited
M, M,

The Optic is the Best
Daily in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business
,

LAS

-'

'VHHiaM

WE HAVE IN TINS

II

CLAM CHOWDER, FISH CHOWDER
DEVILED CRABS, IZUMA CRAB MEAT

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourDon
the Opera Bar.

For painting and paperhanging, see
Pnone Main 357.

Davis, 414 Columbia.

KIPPERED HERRING. SALMON
SCHRIMP, LOBSTER
FISH BALLS, FISH FLAKES

Finch a Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse

Variety of

IMPORTED and DOMESTIC
SARDINES
ALSO FANCY MACKERAL
GENUINE IMPORTED NORWAY ANCHOVIES
LAKE TROUT,
SMOKED BLOATERS

And all at Attractive Prices

OPTIC. TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY

by the

LOCAL NEWS

i

DAILY

There will be one delivery of mail
carriers in East Lab vegae on
Washington's birtnaay. The general
delivery window will be open between
the hours of 8 and

I

For The Lenten Season

A Large

VI0A8

The members of the junior class Of
the Y. M. C. A. will go on a hike into
the country south of Las Vegas Friday evening. The boys will go Us the
Romerovllle canyon where they will
camp for the night and Saturday' they
expect to return to I as Vegas by a
roundabout road. Assistant Secretary
of the Y. M. C. A. H. D. Young and
Leslie Swallow will accompany the

The regular weekly practice of the
Greater Las Vegas band will be held boys.
this evening at 8 o'clock in the city
A marriage license was issued yeshall. A large attendance is desired.
terday at the court house to Helen
The funeral of the infant son 'A Davenport, aged 41, and Genovevo
Mr. and Mrs. Sablno Lujan occurred Abila, aged 58, both residents of Las
this morning from the Church of Our Vegas.
A license to wed was this
Lady of Sorrows with burial in Mount morning issued to Susie Dennis
Calvary cemetery.
Young, aged 30 of Boston, and John
r,
Melvin Wornell, aged 44, of Pueblo.
The funeral of Mrs. Pauline Graaf, Twenty-silicenses have been issued
who died yesterday morning, will be this month and the clers in the ofheld tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 fice of County Clerk Delgado expect
o'clock from the Graaf residence on February to break the record for marNational avenue. Interment will be riages in the county.
in the Jewish cemetery.
Las Vegas, after enjoying
six
The ladies' of the Altar guild of the weeks of
sunshine, witnessed a return
West side Catholic church held a of winter weather last
night and todance and social last night In Mack-el'- s
Snow flurries accompanied by
day.
opera house. Over 100 couples a sharp drop in the temperature, was
joined in the dancing and the even-ins- ; the program of last
night, and today
was an enjoyable one.
the air bore a slight tinge of winter,
the maximum temperature
hoverins;
The last dance of the Fortnightly around 32
degrees, the freezing point.
club until after the Lenten season will
Last night the minimum temperature
be held this evening in the armory. was 21
degrees and the snowfall was
Dancing will commence at 8:30 one inch. The
drop in temperature
o'clock.
It is expected that a large wa9
by a strong wind.
accompanied
number of young people will be presthe snowfall was light it
Although
ent. Mrs. Ed O'Brien will take charge
served to a good advantage in settling
of the dance for the club and will
the dust, making the wind less
furnish the hall and music
x

AT

THE STORE
OF

IKE DAVIS

"THE
CASH
GROCER

PHONE MAIN 103 OR MAIN 194

J

WE SELL
All

the Breakfast Foods,
ALL THE

Dinner and Supper Foods.
Also all the Between Meal Foods.
Fruits, Nuts, Confections Etc.

Give us

J.

NOON THURSDAY.

H. STEARNS
EAT.
PURE THINGS
TO

On Account of the Death of

MRS. JULIUS GRAAF
This Store will be Closed at 12 o'clock

Wednesday.

I HAYWARD
STORE,

ISO

MIES

COLUNIST

Until

t

'

'.

it

LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO

$25 ff

MILY WASHING.
REASONS WHY.
You actually save money

SKI

do

Your washing looks better.
Less wear on your clothes.
You're rid a half day hot fire.
You're saved a painful backache.
No one can do it better.

Las Vegas Steam

'

Laundry
Phone Main

SAN DIEOO,

81

617 Douglas

GRAND JURY RETURNS
INDICTMENTS AGAINST CORPORATIONS AND PLAYERS

Feb. 20 Four indictments
for alleged rebating were returned to
day by the federal grand jury, the de
fendants being three railroad com
panies, two theatrical concerns ami
tour individuals. Excessive payments
for "advertising" in return for the
tickets is declarpurchase of ram-daed to be the tnedhim by which the
alleged rebating was accomplished.
Those indicted are: Harry J. Rhein,
general passenger agent of the Big
Four railroad; William
Underwood,
assistant general passenger agent of
the Michigan Oentrafl railroads R.
K. Hynickr, of Cincinnati, director of
the Columbia Theatrical Amusement
company; James E. Fennesy of Cincinnati, director and secretary 6f the
Empire Circuit company; the Columbia Theatrical Amusement comtiany of
New York; the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago and St, Louis Railway company; the Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern railway; the Michigan Central Railroad company; the Heuck
Opera House company of Cincinnati.
Large suras of money are said lo
have been involved In the alleged
Chicago,

Blizzard In Texas.
Dalhart, Texas, Feb. 20. One of the
worst blizzards of the year, following
two weeks of summer weather, closed
the public schools today and sent the
temperature to 12 degrees below freezing. The storm is reporter to extend
well into Kansas.

Trains Are Delayed.
Dallas, Texas, Feb. 20. Trains were
staalled in northwest Texas today by
one of the heaviest snow storms in
years. Drifts six feet deep were reported in the Panhandle country. At
Amarlllo, Texas, rtreet cars stopped
and business was almost at a
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Tomorrow the two great branches
of Christendom represented by the
Roman Catholic and Protestant Episcopal churches will enter upon the
observance of the season of Lent.
For 40 days, exclusive of Sundays,
the faithful members of these denominations are urged by their pastors
to forsake wordly amusements and
replace them by fasting and prayer
and sincere meditation upon the life,
passion and death of the Savior. By
fasting is the body mortified and
chastened and by prayer and meditation is the soul lifted toward
season of Lent ends with the
dawning of Easter Sunday when all
tie faithful are invited devoutly to
lceive the sacrament of the holy
communion.
Tomorrow is Ash Wednesday. According to an ancient custom in the
Roman Catholic church the sign of
the cross is made with ashes upon
the foreheads of the faithful by the
priest who repealts the formula: "Re
member, man, that thou art dust and
to dust thou must return."
This
ceremony is symbolic of the spirit
of the season, which is one of repentance. The ashes used are those
of the palms used upon the preceding
Palm Sunday.
Ash Wednesday willbe observed tomorrow aft. the Church of the Immaculate Conception with the blessing and
conferring of the ashes followed by
low mass. These ceremonies will occur at 7:30 o'clock In the morning.
On every Friday night during Lent
special devotions will be held in the
church. These will consist of the
Way of the Cross and Benediction of
the Blessed Sacrament.
Asn Wednesday services at at.
Paul's Memorial Episcopal church to
morrow will be holy communion at
7:30 o'clock a. m., morning prayer
and penitential office at 10:30 o'clock
a. m., and litany and confirmation
class instruction at 4:15 o'clock p. m
On Thursday, Friday and Saturday
afternoons at 4:15 o'clock there will
be evening servicesAfter (the worship Thursday afternoon the Altar
guild will meet and on Friday afternoon following the service the Ladies'
Auxiliary will hold a meeting. Services will be held in the church daily
during Lent.
While the number of people in East
Las Vegas who observe Lent is relatively small the effect of the peniteri
itial season is felt to a laree extent
by the entire community. Society ctr
cles notice a lessening of entertain
ments and dances and parties are not
so frequent.
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Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
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SPRING IS COMING
Mrs. Wallis, the milliner, has re
ceived an advance showing of spring
styles In millinery. The designs are
beautiful and modish.
Now is the

DUNCAN
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time to have your hats remodeled for
spring. Mrs- Wallis is prepared to
do such work quickly and satisfactor
ily at her store on Sixth street.
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Our city will soon be
for
Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend
on the condition our city presents.
It's time to get busy. Remove conSNOW IN KANSAS.
Wichita, Kan., Feb. 20. Four inches flagration breeders.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
of snow has fallen over south central
614 Lincoln Ave
Kansas this morning and is continu- Tel. Main 124.
ing. A moderate wind is causing some
drifting. The temperature is 30 degrees above zero.
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THEATER COMPANIES
RECEIVED REBATES

The strong wind, or something else,
pushed three men off the water wagon
yesterday and all were picKed up by
Chief of Police Ben Coles. The men,
Vivian Chavez, J. F. Brown and Juan
Alvarado, all pleaded guilty this morning when arfftlgned before Judge D.
R. Murray. Chavez was given a fine
of $10 and costs or 15 days on the
chain gang. Brown was released on
the payment of costs and Alvarado
was served the same as Chavez. The
arrests were ail mnae at different
times and in different places, so yesterday afternoon was a busy one for
the chief. Alvarado, when arrested,
defied the authority of Chief Coles,
his ability to
who demonstrated
handle men by picterng Alvarado up
by the collar and carrying nim to the
cooler.
Up to late this aftprnoon
neither Chavez or Alvarado had suc
ceeded in raising their fines and it
seems likely that an addition of two
will be made to the chain gang.
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THIS STORE WILL CLOSE AT

Bonifacio Lucero nas oeen reappointed pastmaster of Santa Rosa. Mr.
Lucero was in Las Vegas today hav
ing been called here by the illness oi
his father.
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